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ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Amidst reports, complaints and 
rumors of a dramatic rise in the 
presence of local youths on cam¬ 
pus, accusations of racism have 
impacted the campus perspective 
of security and crime incidents. 
The recent allegations of racism 
are closely tied to the increased 
awareness of locals wandering 
around campus. This association 
was strongly established in the 
Pettengill Hall incident involving 
racist and anti-Semitic graffiti, as 
security recently concluded that 
three locals were responsible for 
the vandalism. 
Two men and a woman, all of 
whom are white, were implicated 
by security following a significant 
investigation. Director of Security 
Thomas Carey explained that po¬ 
lice have interviewed two of the 
three and are trying to get in touch 
with the third. “Security solved this 
case, it wasn’t police. We had the 
information and did the investiga¬ 
tion,” he said. After compiling in¬ 
formation from students, security 
See Security, page 6 
2006 Commencement Honorees Revealed 
From left to right: Dr. David Ho, David McCullough, Marjorie Garber and Mark Morris. 
ALI MORRIS 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
This year’s 140th commence¬ 
ment ceremony for the Class of 
2006 will feature four honorees 
from a diverse range of fields: 
Marjorie Garber, a Shakespearean 
scholar and cultural critic; David 
Ho, an AIDS researcher and Time 
Magazine’s “Man of the Year” in 
1996; David McCullough, a histo¬ 
rian, writer and Pulitzer Prize win¬ 
ner; and Mark Morris, a choreog¬ 
rapher and founder of the Mark 
Morris Dance Group. Garber and 
McCullough will both be receiv¬ 
ing the Doctor of Humane Letters 
honorary degree, Ho will receive 
the Doctor of Science degree and 
Morris will receive the Doctor of 
Fine Arts degree. 
Before President Hansen came 
to Bates, only one of the honorees 
would speak, but now all four give 
five minute speeches. In President 
Hansen’s words, “we changed this 
because it seemed to me that we 
were losing an opportunity to 
hear from all the amazing people 
we were honoring and that a few 
short remarks from diverse speak¬ 
ers would be more memorable 
than one longer speech.” There is 
also an informal panel discussion 
with the honorees the night before 
commencement where speakers 
describe their achievements and 
careers in depth and students, fac¬ 
ulty members and parents can ask 
questions. 
Marjorie Garber, one of the 
honorees receiving the Doctor of 
Humane Letters award, is currently 
the William R. Kenan Jr., Professor 
of English and American Literature 
and Language at Harvard. Garber 
is the author of four books—her 
most recent work is “Shakespeare 
After All” which gives a broad 
study of Shakespeare’s plays. 
Newsweek ranked “Shakespeare 
After All” as one of the ten best 
non-fiction books of 2004. She is 
currently in the process of writing 
another volume of essays about 
the arts, the university and public 
culture. 
Dr. David Ho is a leading scien¬ 
tist in AIDS research. In 1995, Ho 
played a crucial role in unlocking 
the secret of HIV replication with 
his help in the development of the 
See COMMENCEMENT, page 6 
Bates Enters Collegiate 
Competition for 
Mellon Grant 
Judge Kenneth Starr Discusses 
the Legal Concept of Marriage 
EMILY RAND 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF KATIE SEWARD 
STAFF WRITER 
Over the course of the past aca¬ 
demic year, the issue of race has be¬ 
come increasingly prominent at Bates. 
Between the “bias incidents” and the 
demonstration outside of Gala, Bates’ 
problems with diversity have begun 
A Bates Degree in 
Disorientation 
Megan Hamilton explores 
some of the non-academic effects 
that come along with a Bates de¬ 
gree. 
Page 2 
"The Dopest Opus" 
Premieres Thursday 
Katie Celeste previews Matt 
Lambek’s year-long senior the¬ 
sis piano concerto “The Dopest 
Opus,” to be performed Thursday 
at 8 p.m. in Olin. 
Page 7 
to surface. In light of these events, 
President Elaine Tuttle Hansen’s let¬ 
ter to the Bates community regarding 
an invitation to compete for a grant 
funded by the Mellon Foundation 
seems particularly timely. 
The Mellon grant invitation is 
extended to 16 “excellent but under- 
Protesters Gather 
Outside Gala 
Students protested over institu¬ 
tional discrimination outside Gala 
Saturday night, performing a dem¬ 




Men’s lacrosse extended their 
season record to 7-0 with wins 
over Gordon and top-ten ranked 
Wesleyan last week. 
Last Wednesday, former inde¬ 
pendent counsel Kenneth Starr 
delivered a talk in the Muskie Ar¬ 
chives entitled “Meaning of Mar¬ 
riage: Constitution and Judiciary.” 
Starr, who is most widely known 
for his work during the Clinton 
impeachment trials, currently 
serves as Dean of Pepperdine 
Law School in Malibu. Starr’s 
lecture was hosted by the Bates 
College Republicans and co¬ 
sponsored by Young America’s 
Foundation, the College Lecture 
Committee representing the Pres¬ 
ident’s Office, the Dean of Facul¬ 
ty’s Office, the .Dean of Student’s 
Office and the History and Soci¬ 
ology Departments. The lecture 
was attended by many members 
of the Bates community, as well 
as students from Bowdoin and 
Lewiston-Auburn residents. 
Starr opened his remarks by 
stating that the subject of his 
speech was going to be contro¬ 
versial, but he hoped he and the 
audience could discuss it in a 
“civil manner.” 
“This year marks the tenth 
anniversary of signing into act 
the controversial Defense of Mar¬ 
riage Act, an act that defines mar¬ 
riage as the union of one man 
and one woman,” Starr said. The 
Defense of Marriage Act is a divi¬ 
sive issue that allows each state 
to deny any marriage-like rela¬ 
tionship between persons of the 
same sex which has been recog¬ 
nized in another state. 
The act also explicitly recog¬ 
nizes for purposes of federal law 
that marriage is “a legal union 
of one man and one woman as 
husband and wife” and by stat¬ 
ing that spouse “refers only to a 
person of the opposite sex who 
is a husband or a wife." 
Although some politicians 
have debated the constitutional¬ 
ity of the Defense of Marriage 
Act since its inception, Starr not¬ 
ed that 85 senators including Bill 
Cohen and Olympia Snowe of 
Maine voted in favor of Section 
2, the part of the act that defines 
marriage as the union of a man 
and a woman. Additionally, Starr 
mentioned that Clinton did not 
veto the act during his office, and 
instead signed it into law. 
Starr used the act as an exam¬ 
ple of excessive judicial power 
and said that marriage is a “mat¬ 
ter to be left to the people.” In 
the current legal system, judges 
enjoy the ability to declare a law 
unconstitutional, and Starr, him¬ 
self a former judge, stated that 
judges must not overuse this 
power. Starr left his own stance 
on the Defense of Marriage issue 
ambiguous during his speech, 
but was clear that the definition 
of marriage should not be de¬ 
fined by judges. 
Throughout his speech, Starr 
cited numerous historical exam¬ 
ples of judges who excercised 
judicial restraint, such as Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, a former U.S. 
Supreme Court judge. Holmes 
dissented from the opinion of 
other judges of his time when he 
stated he “could not interpose his 
own view on cases.” 
Starr said that the argument 
surrounding the Defense of Mar¬ 
riage Act comes back to the main 
question of “should we redefine 
marriage?” The current definition 
of marriage, Starr said, is based 
on legitimate sociological con¬ 
cerns that children fare better in 
families with a male and female 
parent and reflects no animosity 
toward the gay community. Starr 
claimed we will not know wheth¬ 
er or not we should change the 
definition of marriage for “many 
years using the current tools of 
social sciences.” The definition of 
marriage should not be changed, 
Starr said, because we are not 
fully aware of the consequences 
that change would have on soci¬ 
ety. 
“Changing the legal defini¬ 
tion of marriage puts the law in 
__See STARR, page 5 
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The Value Of Earning a 
Degree in Disorientation 
Civil War, Torture and 
Humilation: Sound 
Like Freedom To You? 
To the Editor: 
Although I am neither a “Hol¬ 
lywood celebrity” nor a “Washing¬ 
ton politician,” I would still like to 
engage Mr. Browher on the cost of 
freedom in Iraq. In fact, since the 
US invasion of Iraq, I’ve learned a 
lot about freedom—that is, what 
we have apparently brought Iraqis 
on our mission “dvilisatrice.'' 
What exactly does freedom 
in Iraq mean anyway? Mr. Brow¬ 
her would argue that Iraqis being 
able to go to the polls, free from 
the reign of the brutal dictator that 
ruled their country with an iron fist 
for nearly 25 years is freedom. In a 
sense, Mr. Browher is right. From 
his dorm room in Lewiston tire 
sight of ink-stained fingers on Iraqi 
election day symbolizes freedom. 
However, to most Iraqis, the gift of 
freedom that came with the inva¬ 
sion of over one hundred thousand 
US troops three years ago has re¬ 
wrapped itself in the form of civil 
war and rampant human rights 
abuses by the American occupying 
presence. 
So what does freedom in Iraq 
look like today? 
Is freedom when we pay a 
handful of Iraqis to dance around 
a toppling statue of Saddam Hus¬ 
sein with an American flag over his 
head and invite every news agency 
in the world to film it to prove we 
were welcome in the first place? 
Is freedom when we sit idly 
while the Iraqi National Muse¬ 
um—home to remnants of the rich¬ 
est and oldest civilization in the 
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students of Bates College when college 
is in session. 
world—gets looted and ransacked? 
Is freedom when we don’t pro¬ 
vide enough troops to secure Iraq, 
watch as the country drifts into civil 
war, and then grant no-bid contracts 
to major U.S. corporations to clean 
it up? 
Is it the humiliation and torture 
of detainees being held in the same 
prisons that Saddam Hussein used 
three years earlier without being 
See IRAQI FREEDOM, page 3 
A Productive Protest? 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in regards to the 
recent hate crime incidents and 
the response this Saturday outside 
of Gala. I admire the passion and 
good intentions of the students 
involved in the protest, and con¬ 
sider myself lucky to call some of 
them my friends, but I feel that 
the manner in which the response 
was undertaken was both taste¬ 
less and counterproductive. 
As many of you know, this 
group of concerned Bates stu¬ 
dents was stationed outside the 
entrance to Gala holding plac¬ 
ards, reading statements and 
handing out letters to all who 
passed. Some of the passing stu¬ 
dents were not interested in read¬ 
ing these letters and were booed 
and called racists. Others, who 
pocketed the letters to read them 
later, were treated with identical 
scorn. The Bates student body is 
not the culprit of these incidents 
and does not deserve to be treat¬ 
ed as such. I understand the de¬ 
sire to address as many students 
as possible, but those champion¬ 
ing tolerance should be more ac¬ 
cepting of the different levels of 
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urgency on campus. If the goal 
of this protest was to increase 
student involvement in fighting 
racism the organizers should be 
more concerned with engaging 
students on an individual level 
about the problems and potential 
solutions rather than alienating 
them en masse. 
Sadly the letter that was hand¬ 
ed out did not make any attempt 
to educate or involve. It simply 
continued the accusatory tone 
of the protest. The authors begin 
in a condescending manner by 
declaring themselves to be the 
“conscious members of the Bates 
community.” They then speak of 
the “climate of hate” on the Bates 
Campus and make specific de¬ 
mands for institutional change. 
They justify their demands by 
claiming that the gravity of these 
crimes is not fully understood by 
the administration or the student 
body. Unfortunately they make 
no effort to educate us about how 
grave these crimes actually were. 
If this group truly does have a 
deeper understanding of the is¬ 
sue, I implore them to share it 
with us instead of scolding us for 
our ignorance. 
I applaud this group for their 
efforts, however misdirected they 
may be. I’m sure the vast majority 
of the student body would agree 
that these bigoted acts have no 
place at Bates. I therefore call on 
these concerned students to re¬ 
think their strategy and begin to 
respectfully include the rest of the 
student body in any further calls 
for reform. 
Sam Milder ’06 
Complacency Toward 
Racism Here at Bates 
To the Editor: 
Many people have recent¬ 
ly asked me, as an about-to- 
graduate-senior, how Bates 
has been for me. It is not a dif¬ 
ficult question for me to answer, 
because for me - Bates has been 
great. I have had a plethora of 
opportunities and enjoyed the 
generally positive, friendly atmo¬ 
sphere of the Bates campus. Since 
freshman year I have worked in 
the community to help fund my 
education and have had only ful¬ 
filling experiences. For the most 
part I have found myself proud of 
this institution and the values it 
upholds. Until recently. 
Racist and otherwise de¬ 
rogatory incidents have been 
happening at Bates since 
before I arrived as a freshman. 
Each year, it seems, there were 
more than a few incidences that 
made me ashamed of the students 
or non-students who flaunted 
their ignorance as if they were 
proud of the messages they were 
sending. This year, and specifi¬ 
cally in the last week, the tone 
of the racism and ignorance on 
this campus has come to the fore¬ 
front. 
On my way to Gala, I could not 
help but notice the demonstration 
that a few students led denouncing 
See OVERLOOKING, page 4 
MEGAN HAMILTON 
STAFF WRITER 
“Your closet was pretty in¬ 
tense.” So goes the joke between 
my first year roommate Joanna 
and me, in reference to our mutu¬ 
al trepidation during our first few 
days together at Bates. She means 
that she wondered who exactly 
she was living with when she saw 
that I hung clothes on color-coded 
hangers [shirts=white, pants=blue] 
and in order by style and sleeve- 
length. I actually still do that, it 
appeases my admittedly futile 
desire to control the chaos of the 
world. It also makes it - honestly! 
- much easier to get dressed ev¬ 
ery morning. But in a lot of other 
ways, I have lightened-up, chilled- 
out, calmed-down and generally 
relaxed since my first few months 
at school. 
No one puts this into handy 
little insider’s guide type books, 
but coping with a disordered ex¬ 
istence can be a valuable “life les¬ 
son” that comes along with the 
college experience. I don’t mean 
that students should learn to put 
up with rampant dorm damage, 
but rather that it can be healthy 
to be a little flexible when neces¬ 
sary. After one particularly hei¬ 
nous night of sleep on the third 
floor of Parker, I ran my best time 
ever in a cross-country race. All 
JONATHAN BROWHER 
STAFF WRITER 
You may have been disappoint¬ 
ed if you attended Kenneth Starr’s 
lecture last Wednesday hoping to 
hear a talk about the improper uses 
of cigars or other excerpts from his 
steamy Starr Report. In fact, Starr 
didn’t mention his investigation of 
Bill Clinton at all. Neither was his 
talk a partisan tirade that descend¬ 
ed into a messy and emotional rant 
against the Left. Instead, he gave 
what I found to be the best lecture 
of the year so far: an articulated, 
intellectual and pensive discussion 
on the role of courts in our consti¬ 
tutional system, using his extensive 
knowledge and experience as a 
former federal judge, independent 
counsel and dean of the Pepper- 
dine Law School. 
You’ve probably heard the 
expression “go to the courts” be¬ 
fore. Often it is in the pursuit of 
true justice, but other times it is in 
the name of furthering an agenda 
by circumventing the system of 
direct or representative democra¬ 
cy. Starr’s use of Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Jr. as the embodiment of 
judicial restraint was fitting: the fa¬ 
mous jurist once commented that, 
“the secret to my success was that 
at a very early age I realized that I 
was not God.” 
How qualified are our judges to 
make important judgments regard¬ 
ing life, death, marriage and other 
decisions? It seems sometimes as 
if some federal and state courts 
feel that they’ve been granted 
the anxiety and pent-up insecu¬ 
rity - I needed eight hours - eight 
hours! - to succeed, what would 
become of me? - came into per¬ 
spective a bit. One night of sleep 
could not, in fact, entirely undo a 
season of training. As a result of 
this realization, I actually gained 
some poise, the ability to obsess 
just a little less about my pre-race 
habits. Though thumping bass 
when I go out in the hall to brush 
my teeth still makes me cringe a 
bit, during freshman year it was 
more the anxiety about not sleep¬ 
ing than the noise itself keeping 
me awake. 
College is, of course, about 
more than shaking up the rituals 
of your day-to-day existence. It’s 
a shock to your intellect as well. 
Fragmented selves, deconstruc¬ 
tion, the false narrative structures 
of history...not to mention as¬ 
tronomy or recent conversations 
about a suitemate’s thesis on mor¬ 
tality salience and existentialism. 
It’s not just new ideas, but entirely 
different modes of thinking - all 
of them both unpredictable and 
intriguing. College is also apt to 
be a time in your life when you 
discover a myriad assortment of 
interesting and previously un¬ 
tapped not-so intellectual abili¬ 
ties - surviving the Puddle Jump, 
See STAYING IN TOUCH, page 3 
godly powers over their constitu¬ 
ency. After all, they can’t be fired 
save for removal by the legislature, 
and they’re paid well enough. The 
problem isn’t always that judges 
are making the wrong decisions, 
but that they’re making decisions. 
Their job, ironically, is not to judge 
but to interpret the Constitution, 
which is the ultimate judge of the 
constitutionality of an institution or 
action. Otherwise, there’s nothing 
to stop the Supreme Court justices 
from ordaining themselves as mon- 
archs or declaring their current sal¬ 
ary “unconstitutional.” If the courts 
had stayed out of the business of 
making decisions for the people, 
we wouldn’t have had Dred Scott 
or many other wrongly decided 
cases. Should a court reverse the 
recent South Dakota law that bans 
almost all abortions, when a very 
significant portion of the state’s 
population have legitimate, moral 
reasons to ban the procedures? 
Starr would say leave the deci¬ 
sion to the people. After all, (most 
of us) are smart enough to make 
decisions, and millions of voters 
better represent the people than 
a group of five, or seven, or nine 
individuals who have been vested 
with extraordinary power. But, if I 
may borrow an adage from Spider- 
man, with great power comes great 
responsibility. Ken Starr’s speech 
pointed us towards a better under¬ 
standing of those responsibilities. 
To be a justice is not a privilege, 
but an obligation. Hopefully the 
Supreme Court of the 21st century 
embodies this principle. 
QSfyt pates; ^tutient 
The Newspaper of Bates College Since 1873 
Editor-in-Chief: Emily Rand 
Editor-in-Chief: Scott Priest 
Kenneth Starr Shines in 
Constitutional Law Lecture 
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Smart People Get Naked When 
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN 
STAFF WRITER 
For the past week, Bates Col¬ 
lege has been encompassed in a 
thick, sexy smog. On Monday, the 
slight rise in temperature might 
have been mistaken for the on¬ 
set of spring, but by Wednesday 
it was clear that something big¬ 
ger was looming. I worked up a 
sweat walking to class. Breathing 
was like drinking through a straw. 
On Thursday, I wore sandals. 
Then, Thursday night, Aphrodite 
scrawled a cryptic message on the 
pavement outside of Pettengill. 
“Consent = Sexy. Lick it and wrap 
it up.” The chalking triggered a 
series of images to flash quickly 
- subliminal messages before my 
eyes. I saw bare chests, bras, a 
crimson lollipop. The next morn¬ 
ing at breakfast, the signs were 
everywhere. I could barely swal¬ 
low my Golden Grahams without 
getting horny. Friday afternoon, 
I passed a tour of prospective 
students and heard a parent ask 
about the messages that by now 
were splattered like rain across 
the quad. I hooked onto the back 
of the group just in time to hear 
the tour guide explain that Licklt 
was a dance sponsored by OUT- 
front, the gender and sexuality 
group on campus. The event was 
designed to promote acceptance 
of all sexual orientations and safe 
sex. 
Well, of course. It was the per¬ 
fect equation: college kids minus 
clothing plus music equals sex. 
Throw a few thousand condoms 
into the mix and you get safe sex. 
This was way better than looking 
attempting the Saltine Challenge, 
staying up late writing a paper 
due the next day. They might 
not exactly be the multitudes Walt 
Whitman had in mind, but there 
is in us both the striving aca¬ 
demic and the AESOP hiker, the 
debauched first year with a box 
of Papa John’s and the senior at 
BateStar sipping wine. 
This makes me wonder why, 
as seniors, we so often feel that 
we have to change. After learn¬ 
ing that life is messy and you 
can’t always clean it up, that the 
linear progression of biography is 
misleading, after reading, in fact, 
“Song of Myself,” we feel com¬ 
pelled to plan things, to create a 
sensible sequence of events for 
life after graduation. The ques¬ 
tion “What are your plans for next 
year?” is the bane of our existence 
and we feel that, without some 
clever, well-considered response, 
we’ve failed. In some ways, of 
course, this planning and goal-set¬ 
ting is reasonable behavior, one 
quite characteristic of all those 
driven, type-A souls who passed 
the grade at Admissions to be 
here in the first place. But on the 
other hand, it can cause us to nar¬ 
row our selves - our hopes, our 
futures - unnecessarily, too early. 
I was recently with my first 
year roommate (we survived the 
clash of closet cultures admirably, 
after all) at a reception for honors 
thesis students and found myself 
talking to her adviser, Kathy Low, 
at cross sections of the ovaries or 
rolling latex down over a banana. 
Finally, a health class with a lab! 
I vaguely wondered whether 
this was some kind of early April 
Fools joke. Would I walk up the 
stairs of Chase Hall in my linge¬ 
rie to find 
myself in a 















ping for this 
to be true. 
Or maybe this was some master 
scheme put in place by the ad¬ 
ministration to ensure that Bates- 
ies continue to marry each other 
in high percentages and produce 
intelligent, sexy offspring who 
will, in their time, also attend 
Bates. This explanation also 
seemed unlikely given the plen- 
titude of protection provided. 
Probably the real reason for Licklt 
was the most obvious one: it’s fun 
to dance naked. 
So, on my way into Commons 
on Friday, I bought a ticket and, 
apparently, two condoms. I re¬ 
solved to save only one for my 
wedding night. The other could 
be given as a courting gift to 
whichever Batesie looked the sex- 
Professor of Psychology. When 
she mentioned majoring as an 
undergraduate in Russian, Joanna 
and I looked at each other quizzi¬ 
cally. By the time she got through 
moving around the country and 
teaching high school chemistry 
we were in shock. As she said, 
her path wasn’t “typical.” She “did 
lots of things, and tried things for 
adventure, love or fun, or rea¬ 
sons other than total career ori¬ 
entation.” But it worked out and 
here she is. It was unbelievably 
refreshing. 
I think Bates does a wonder¬ 
ful job preparing students to leave 
- workshops on everything from 
finances to cooking, a book of 
etiquette tips at the senior din¬ 
ner and a willing and friendly 
staff at OCS - but I don’t think we 
should act as though the people 
we are at the end of May are the 
people we will always be. After 
all, why throw away everything 
we’ve learned up to this point 
just as we are about to graduate? 
We’ve taken Critical Theory, we’ve 
questioned certainty, and we’ve 
met wonderful people who did 
not grow up planning to work at 
Bates but now love being here. 
To borrow from Emerson, “Con¬ 
sistency is the hobgoblin of small 
minds,” and after four years of a 
hopefully mind-expanding liberal 
arts education, we should throw 
ourselves into things wholeheart¬ 
edly but also accept that what we 
care about may change. 
I recently ran on the trails be¬ 
hind Marden’s for the first time 
iest bouncing to the beat in his 
Fruit of the Looms. 
The rest of the day, I could 
barely sit still in class. Everyone 
seemed to be adjusting their shirt 
collars, thrusting their thumbs into 




In the space 





a line from 
rapper Nel¬ 
ly, “it’s get¬ 






took a few 
shots of courage and removed 
extraneous layers, leaving just 
enough to cover what the an¬ 
nounce e-mail coined as my 
“naughty bits.” Gallantly, I as¬ 
cended the stairway of heaven 
and found myself, as expected, in 
a room full of half-naked sweaty 
bodies. Looking around, I found 
that my puberty book had been 
right. The bodies came in all dif¬ 
ferent shapes and sizes and dis¬ 
played varying amounts of hair. 
Incredibly, it didn’t matter. All 
the bodies were dancing togeth¬ 
er. Some had stronger magnetism 
than others, but the overall arous¬ 
al was collective. In the dimmed 
lights of Chase Hall, Bates College 
was thumpin' thumpin'. We were 
this spring and discovered that 
the stream right before the cem¬ 
etery was different. Rocks I used 
to be able to tip-toe across are 
submerged; a mass of sand and 
branches block the way the wa¬ 
ter used to flow, making it deeper 
at the edges. Silt, detritus, trash 
- call it what you will, but some¬ 
times it gets in the way. It’s not 
always just shifting passions that 
force us away from our planned 
course - sometimes things just 
happen. There are other ways 
to get across and wet sneakers, 
while maybe unpleasant, never 
killed anybody. 
It could be the single most 
important lesson we garner from 
our time at Bates - we can’t al¬ 
ways get what we want, we 
can’t always plan but maybe we 
shouldn’t, or we should at least 
feel less compelled to do so all of 
the time. With the kind of creativ¬ 
ity we’ve cultivated while in class 
discussions or when trying to 
make fun out of cold, dark winter 
days - we will, in fact, be OK. So 
let the chips fall where they may, 
I’m sure we’ll all have fabulous, 
exciting stories for reunions over 
the next few years. In the mean¬ 
time, just keep your shirts in or¬ 
der - preferably progressing from 
tank tops to long sleeves - but go 
with the flow, stay in touch with 
your inner Batesie and, whether 
you end up in the Peace Corps or 
on Wall Street, you will be happy. 
Better yet, if you’re not, you will 
have the confidence and courage 
to change. 
hot. 
The rhythm took hold and 
I joined the grinding, dripping 
masses. The rest of the night is 
somewhat of a blur. I spent most 
of my time trying to work my way 
into the nucleus of the perspiring 
bodies which seemed to be the 
Zion of Licklt. I remember chug¬ 
ging one of the Poland Springs 
water bottles that the announce 
e-mail had promised me. At one 
point what I thought was an angel 
descended on Chase, but it turned 
out to be a Batesie in an elaborate 
headdress and white briefs. On 
the periphery of the dance floor, 
couples were doing special dance 
moves against the walls. The 
whole thing seemed to be a giant 
orgy, a revelry of sexuality. 
So what was the purpose of 
this end-of-the-semester sex fest? 
Well, maybe after papers and 
exams and theses it was simply 
time to take ourselves a little less 
seriously. There is something 
to say for a student body that 
can do presentations on “Inhibi¬ 
tion of Oxidative Phosphoryla¬ 
tion in Cauliflower Mitochondria 
by Weed-B-Gon” (Rashel Burton, 
Kate Russell, and Katharina Ung¬ 
er) by day and boogie in the nude 
by night. Licklt was an evening 
of freedom of inhibition. In the 
dark attic of Chase Hall, we lived 
briefly in a hallucinatory utopia 
where condoms were free and 
everyone was sexy. And, if noth¬ 
ing else, Licklt provided the sheer 
amusement of going to Commons 
the next morning and imagining 
everyone eating pancakes in their 
underwear, now more realistically 
than ever. 
Iraqi Freedom 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 
tried? Is it making them strip and 
form human pyramids while we ask 
them if they are part of Al-Qaeda? 
Or, maybe it’s when we put wom¬ 
en’s underwear on their heads and 
force them to masturbate in front 
of guards—yes, that’s it, that is free¬ 
dom! 
While Mr. Browher seems to 
think that all of these abuses, mis¬ 
calculations, and self-serving uses of 
propaganda are all part of the cost 
of freedom, he’s wrong. They are 
part of the cost of war, and that is 
why you should not start a war un¬ 
less you have to. 
So what should we do about the 
mess in Iraq—what Iraqi politicians 
themselves are even calling a civil 
war? According to Mr. Browher, we 
should just wait it out and roll with 
the punches because you can’t put a 
price on freedom. If this is the case, 
then we’ll be waiting for quite some 
time, and since those who think this 
war was a mistake have “developed 
myopia,” it is up to Mr. Browher and 
his ilk to lead us forward. 
For those of you who are con¬ 
cerned about Iraq, Israel and Pales¬ 
tine, and other issues in the Middle 
East, there is a talk tonight at 6:00 
p.m. in the Muskie Archives by Vali 
Nasr called “Contemporary Politics 
in the Middle East and the Challeng¬ 
es for US Policy.” Nasr, a professor 
at the US Navy’s Center for Contem¬ 
porary Conflict, is one of the world’s 
leading experts on Islam and the 
Middle East. 
- James Liddell '06 
DIGITZ 
10,000 
The amount of money, in 
pounds, that a Romanian mayor 
spent on staging a party with 
male strippers to mark Women's 
Day. Lucian Iliescu, the Mayor 
of Giurgiu, decided to spend 
public money to treat his female 
employees to dinner, flowers 
and a show with “professional 
artists.” 
18,000 
The amount of money, in 
pounds, that a gang of Austrian 
schoolboys raised from stealing 
valuables. The four boys, aged 
14 to 15, took laptops, mobile 
phones and wallets from teach¬ 
ers and other children at their 
school in Graz and used the 
money to fund trips to local 
prostitutes. 
15 
The number of kilos of pork 
sausage that a Romanian soccer 
team traded for a player. How¬ 
ever, after the deal was leaked 
to the media, the player decided 
that the sausage taunts were 
too hurtful and retired from the 
game. The other team is now 
demanding the sausages back. 
200 
The number of sex pictures 
a man sold of his unfaithful ex- 
wife on eBay. The seller, from 
Wales, indicated that he was 
taking revenge on his ex-wife 
for cheating with his best friend. 
Within 24 hours, all of the pic¬ 
tures were sold. 
1,000,000 
The amount of money, in 
pounds, that a gambler lost out 
on when he incorrectly guessed 
the result of a penalty kick. Mick 
Dunning, 52, correctly guessed 
14 scores of numerous football 
games and was one guess short 
of netting one million pounds. 
Sadly for him, he guessed incor¬ 
rectly. 
100 
The kilos of steak a Belgian 
artist used to create his latest art 
exhibition. The exhibition, at the 
Museum of Modern Art in Gh¬ 
ent, also includes a tent of ba¬ 
con with sleeping bags of steak. 
Jan Fabre’s Temples of Meat ex¬ 
hibition will only last three days 
because the meat will go bad. 
Sources: ananova.com 
Staying in Touch With Your Inner Batesie 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 
"Would I walk up the 
stairs of Chase Hall in 
my lingerie to find my¬ 
self in a room full of 
naked first-years, the 
upperclassmen standing 
around us, taunting?" 
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fact that I am not 
a freshman, I had 
my first Gala ex¬ 
perience this past weekend. I 
was not the only one, mostly be¬ 
cause last year it happened to fall 
on Easter weekend and it seems 
that a fair number of people went 
home to spend the holiday with 
family. For me, though, it was less 
a matter of Christ’s resurrection 
and more a matter of me being an 
idiot. As a naive freshman, I obvi¬ 
ously knew nothing of any Bates 
traditions and had to rely exclu¬ 
sively on word of mouth to get 
an idea for what was worth do¬ 
ing and what was not. It is not a 
terrible strategy - asking the right 
people could very easily give an 
accurate assessment of what the 
night of Gala typically entails. 
This is where me being an idiot 
comes into play. Instead of ask¬ 
ing, say, an upperclassman who 
had actually attended Gala once 
or twice before, I relied solely on 
the opinions of my fellow fresh¬ 
men who had as little Gala expe¬ 
rience as I had. The logic? There 
was no logic, but when you’re a 
freshman in a cliquey dorm and 
everyone around you unanimous¬ 
ly decides that Gala sucks, you 
crumble under the peer pressure. 
My old D.A.R.E. officer would 
probably be really proud. 
So now that I’m a big sopho¬ 
more, and I know more than the 
seven people I share a bathroom 
with, I felt that checking out Gala 
would be a good idea. I made 
this decision about a week before 
the event, well aware that it is a 
formal affair, yet I was for some 
reason completely unfazed by the 
fact that I have no dress pants, 
dress shoes, dress socks or ties at 
school with me. As chance would 
have it, I happened to have two 
friends from my hometown com¬ 
ing up to visit this past Friday. 
They could have easily stopped 
at my house and gotten some 
dress clothes from my parents 
and brought them up to me. That 
would be too intelligent, logical 
and easy, though, so I ignored that 
option completely. Consequently, 
as of early evening on Saturday, I 
had only a black shirt and a black 
belt. Those could be the perfect 
ingredients for the ultimate Licklt 
outfit, but it’s a slightly less ap¬ 
propriate ensemble for Gala. Even 
I know that. 
So, like any good mooch, I set 
out to search far and wide for the 
missing pieces. By far and wide, 
I mean the three rooms closest to 
mine. Unfortunately, I only found 
other pathetic searches already 
under way, including a brief ar¬ 
gument over who was allowed 
to wear the stained, wrinkled 
disgrace that is the one tie that 
we collectively (a group of ten 
or so) own. A trip to Salvation 
Army crossed my mind, but that 
all-too-familiar Salvation stench 
is noticeable from any distance if 
you’re so bold as to skip the pre¬ 
wear wash. It goes without say¬ 
ing that I am incapable of wash¬ 
ing a tie, so that option was out. 
Somewhere in between making 
that conclusion and a botched at¬ 
tempt to fashion a string tie out of 
my bootlaces, I remembered that 
I know a few seniors. Desperate 
BATES RATES 
Gala 4s Was that seriously the Gray 
Cage? 
Lick It And a whole new class 
knows the true meaning of 
a true 'walk of shame.' 
Stomach virus plague 
descends on campus 
4-4- Don't worry everyone, the 
health center has enough 
apple juice to go around. 
Mt. David Summit Great presentations, but 
rumor is that ambiguous 
cheeses that were served 
there spawned this virus. 
for jobs, these guys would need 
to have an extensive repertoire 
of dashing shirts and ties. I was 
correct and none other than our 
very own Editor-in-Chief came to 
the rescue. And since we’re in the 
midst of the application process 
for next fall, I should go ahead 
and mention that it was an ex¬ 
quisite tie, absolutely exquisite. 
I had to scrounge a bit for dress 
socksftbut with the baseball team 
in Florida, Rob Patton’s dresser 
was ripe for the picking. I esti¬ 
mate that he’ll see his socks again 
somewhere around the middle 
of Short Term. Finding pants and 
shoes was a much easier process, 
mostly because I didn’t even need 
to leave my room to steal them. 
I was a bit nervous, though, as I 
pulled the shoes from the deep¬ 
est, untouched back corner of 
Mike’s closet and saw them cov¬ 
ered in dust. I casually asked why 
he doesn’t wear them more often, 
to which he replied something 
like, “blah blah blah BLISTERS 
blah blah blah.” Considering that 
I already knew they were go¬ 
ing to be too small for me, the 
realization that they cause miser¬ 
able blisters for someone whose 
feet actually fit inside them was 
frightening. But would I ever let 
little things like extreme discom¬ 
fort, limited mobility and a per¬ 
manent grimace slow me down? 
Not on the night of Gala! I had 
miraculously thrown an outfit to¬ 
gether Frankenstein-style in un¬ 
der an hour, so even though my 
toes were rolled down under my 
feet and I was walking like I had 
hooves, I was ready to see what 
the big dance was all about. 
Once inside, all the things that 
I love about formal events came 
rushing back to me. 
The girls were gush¬ 
ing over how stunning 
everyone else looked, 
hugging and taking 
pictures at paparazzi 
pace. Guys were of 
course following the 
formal dance proto¬ 
col in which we shake 
hands with everyone 
we see, even when 
two somewhat siz¬ 
able groups come to¬ 
gether and it becomes 
an awkward swarm of 
greetings, much like 
midfield at the end 
of an NFL game. The 
decorating was phe¬ 
nomenal, although my 
opinion is somewhat 
skewed because I was 
always very impressed 
by five strings of a 
few hundred balloons 
along the ceiling of the 
Weymouth High School 
cafeteria. All night long 
I’d be the guy spinning 
in the middle, looking 
straight up and say¬ 
ing things like, “How’d 
they get em all up 
there!” A bit too easily, 
perhaps, but I’ve al¬ 
ways been impressed 
by decorations and 
Gala looked terrific by 
anyone’s standards. 
The food was ab¬ 
solutely amazing, or 
at least it probably 
would have been if I 
had eaten it with some 
restraint or a hint of class. For 
example, there was the salmon 
paste. I like salmon, and although 
I haven’t eaten paste for about fif¬ 
teen years I remember being fond 
of it at one point, so I figured it 
was a can’t-miss delicacy. The part 
of the equation that I missed was 
that it’s meant to be spread, in 
moderation apparently, over some 
crackers or bread. At the time, I 
felt that the best approach would 
be to shovel about three pints of 
it into a bowl and start wolfing 
it down like ice cream. The pleas 
of onlookers couldn’t stop me, 
but the wave of nausea did. I was 
luckily able to regain my compo¬ 
sure quickly enough to wage a 
one-man war on the shrimp plat¬ 
ter. The next day I heard multiple 
stories about people just grabbing 
shrimp off that same platter bare 
handed, though, so I am just tell¬ 
ing myself that I was there before 
them. If you can prove otherwise, 
please keep it to yourself. 
The most unusual part of the 
Gala experience for me was the 
presence of a swing band. You 
can imagine my surprise when 
Brian McKnight and Boyz II Men 
were not played every fourth song. 
The music was fun in the back¬ 
ground, but it wasn’t until I was 
being led out to the dance floor 
that I realized that my repertoire 
of white-boy dance moves has no 
place in swing dancing. Factor in 
shoes that were too small and a 
belly chock-full of seafood, and 
all the elements for a life-alter¬ 
ing, Elaine-esque dance experi¬ 
ence were present. My extremely 
experienced dance partner did 
her best to guide this club-foot¬ 
ed novice along, but to no avail. 
The lowlight was definitely the 
moment when I stepped firmly 
down on the edge of an inner 
layer of her gown and then force¬ 
fully twirled her away. She went, 
and a sizeable piece of gown 
stayed. I was expecting to have 
my esophagus ripped out, but she 
reacted with poise and dignity, 
earning the Gala MVP award on 
my ballot. Based on the pain I’ve 
experienced since, I also appar¬ 
ently pulled my left calf at some 
point during the process. I played 
soccer every day for two months 
this fall, I’ve played plenty of IM 
sports this winter, and my first in¬ 
jury came during swing dancing. 
This is my life. 
Clearly, I never made it to any 
of the dance workshops that were 
offered in preparation for Gala. I 
also never made it to the reggae 
room, but I’m told that it was a 
great time, too. All in all, it was 
a lot of fun and I’m sorry that I 
skipped it last year. When it rolls 
around next I’ll be in Cape Town, 
South Africa, which is just a tad 
out of range for commuting. This 
means that I only get one more 
shot at this whole Gala thing, but 
as a wily senior I like to think I’ll 
be a little more up to the task. I’ll 
wear shoes that fit, have my own 
dress clothes to wear, avoid be¬ 
ing the glutton who looms over 
the shrimp cocktail all night long 
and make any prospective swing 
dance partners sign a legal release 
form before we head onto the 
dance floor. Who knows, maybe 
I’ll even keep a few extra ties lay¬ 
ing around in case some goon of 
a sophomore needs to be bailed 
out at the last minute. 
Overlooking 
Incidents of 
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the institutional racism, homopho¬ 
bia, and economic discrimination 
at this school. I listened to student 
after student tell the stories of their 
experiences at Bates. Two non¬ 
students even spoke about how 
this school discriminates against 
them. When I stood there listen¬ 
ing to people recount their per¬ 
sonal experiences with racism, ho¬ 
mophobia and marginalization, I 
was ashamed. Ashamed that I, like 
so many other majority students at 
this school, can float through my 
four years and say I had a great 
time, while incidents of ignorant 
hate happen to others in this com¬ 
munity on an embarrassingly fre¬ 
quent basis. It is unacceptable to 
me that people at this school expe¬ 
rience racism and hate on a regular 
basis. It is ignorant. 
I chose to stand with the dem¬ 
onstration to show my solidarity 
with their efforts. I applaud their 
strategy and their tactics: they ef¬ 
fectively got a message out peace¬ 
fully and boldly. Many people also 
stopped to show their support and 
many people even took a few mo¬ 
ments to write a note to President 
Hansen. I believe that most peo¬ 
ple in this community are equally 
as disgruntled with the situation 
as those who demonstrated. I 
watched people stop and listen for 
a minute, affirm in themselves that 
they are innocent in this situation, 
and walk by. 
And that is a problem 
that we choose to ignore. So 
many people disagree with 
racism and feel that the incidents 
of hate that have been happening 
are heinous. But, they continue to 
enjoy the experience of being im¬ 
mune to ill-intentions and chose a 
course of non-action. Why should I 
do something...someone else will, 
right? 
Doing nothing contrib¬ 
utes to the perpetuation of 
these kinds of situations. In 
order for Bates to become an insti¬ 
tution that can stand by its declara¬ 
tions of diversity and acceptance, 
every community member needs to 
speak their mind and take an active 
stance. The lack of open dialogue 
about these issues has made Bates 
a place where these kinds of inci¬ 
dents are almost acceptable. Non¬ 
action is a form of complacency 
in these issues and complacency 
affirms the atmosphere that makes 
people feel comfortable perpetu¬ 
ating hate and ignorance. There 
is a strong undercurrent of action 
brewing on this campus. I believe 
that the demonstration at Gala will 
not and should not be the last of 
its type. And next time, everyone 
should stop and participate. 
Dialogue is beginning to be 
opened up. Unless we all stand up 
and actively create a welcoming, 
diverse community, these prob¬ 
lems will persist. What are you go¬ 
ing to do? 
- Katie Seamon, '06 
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Students Use Gala as Forum for Protest Bates Awarded $65,000 
for Technology Grant ALEXANDRA KELLY STAFF WRITER 
Sponsored by the President’s 
office, the l6t^1 Annual All-Col¬ 
lege Gala, with all students, fac¬ 
ulty, staff and their guests invited 
to attend, was held Saturday night 
in the Gray Athletic Building and 
Alumni Gymnasium. Before at¬ 
tendees entered, though, they 
were met with a protest organized 
by Bates minority groups in re¬ 
sponse to recent “bias incidents” 
on campus. 
Amandla, OUTfront, Women 
of Color, Hillel, the Indigenous 
Student Network, Bates Men’s As¬ 
sociation and New World Coali¬ 
tion wrote a letter to the Bates 
community, which they handed 
out to guests as they entered the 
Gray Cage, addressing not just is¬ 
sues of racism on campus, but also 
homophobia, classism, sexism and 
xenophobia. 
They chose to demonstrate at 
Gala, representatives from Aman¬ 
dla said, because “it’s a time when 
trustees are supposed to come, 
alumni come, and it’s something 
that the school’s really involved 
with and looking forward to. We 
thought that it would be the best 
time to get people’s attention about 
the things that are really going on 
that need to be talked about that 
the school’s not addressing.” 
Theodoro Barros ’07 made it 
clear that the groups were in no 
way protesting Gala. “It was just a 
platform that we used to basically 
let people know how we weren’t 
going to stand for these things 
anymore,” he said. 
In addition to the letter, which 
outlined “progressive actions the 
institution must take to address... 
the climate of hate that has un¬ 
folded on the Bates campus,” the 
groups had cards available to peo¬ 
ple who wanted to make sugges¬ 
tions or statements regarding the 
campus climate, and an open mi¬ 
crophone for anyone who wanted 
to address the crowd. 
They received more than 200 
responses on the cards, and many 
students who had not originally 
been part of the event’s planning 
spoke. “Apart from the people 
who put this together, we had oth¬ 
er supporters as well on campus,” 
Barros said. “We had people who 
were just walking by, stopped and 
held up posters or talked about 
noticing that the climate on cam¬ 
pus had changed. I think that the 
cards go to show that we had a lot 
of support.” 
The protest’s main goal was to 
draw attention to the general at¬ 
mosphere on campus and to de¬ 
mand a response and plan of ac¬ 
tion from the school, particularly 
President Hansen. Though most 
of the incidents have been the re¬ 
sult of a small group of people, 
the issue is part of the entire com¬ 
munity, Leeanne Cunningham ’08 
said. “I think that those people 
are just the ones who are vocal 
about it, but I do think that a great 
majority of campus is ignorant of 
people’s culture and history,” she 
said. 
Though not everyone at Gala 
agreed with the protest’s message, 
the groups were pleased with the 
outcome of the event. “I’m glad 
that people had the opportunity 
to come and speak,” said Lois St. 
Brice ’07. “There is usually no fo¬ 
rum for people to come and say 
how they feel about things, and I 
think that it’s important that those 
people who got up and spoke had 
the chance to do so.” 
“Also, I’m glad that we raised 
awareness about the incidents that 
See GALA, page 6 
Kenneth Starr Discusses Marriage 
EMILY RAND 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Last week, Bates and Mount 
Holyoke colleges were both 
awarded grants of $65,000 to 
“fund the development of teach¬ 
ing tools in bioinformatics,” ac¬ 
cording to a Bates College press 
release. Bioinformatics is tech¬ 
nology used in applied math¬ 
ematics, informatics, statistics 
and computer science to solve 
biological problems, such as the 
modeling of evolution and pre¬ 
diction of gene production. 
The grant was awarded by 
the National Institute for Tech¬ 
nology and Liberal Education, or 
NITLE, an organization that pro¬ 
motes the use of technology in 
liberal-art educations. The funds 
will be used by Bates and Mount 
Holyoke to create a three week 
program that will allow students 
and faculty to make bioinfomat- 
ics technology accessible to stu- 
AMY WERBLIN/THE BATES STUDENT 
Kenneth Starr converses with members of the audience after giving his speech on Wed. in Muskie Archives. 
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the position of teaching the new 
generation that marriage is two 
adults [instead of one man and 
one woman]” and “there will be 
real social consequences” if a 
new definition is adopted. 
To close, Starr reasserted his 
point that the right to define mar¬ 
riage must remain with the peo¬ 
ple, and said that it is necessary 
to “Place the power within the 
hands of the people.” 
“Let the debate begin,” said 
Starr, “but don’t let the judges in¬ 
terfere.” _ 
During the question and an¬ 
swer session, Starr fielded ques¬ 
tions regarding his own stance 
on gay marriage and judicial re¬ 
straint issues. Starr continued to 
refuse to take a specific stance on 
the gay marriage debate; when 
an audience member asked him 
is he is for or against gay mar¬ 
riage he said that it was an issue 
he would have to give some “se¬ 
rious thought.” 
Although the question and an¬ 
swer session revealed that some 
audience members disagreed 
with Starr’s views, Starr’s lecture 
dents. 
As part of the first portion 
of the program, Mount Holyoke 
will host a two day workshop 
during which the National Cen¬ 
ter for Biotechnology Informa¬ 
tion to teach attendees how to 
use bioinformatics resources. 
The second part of the pro¬ 
gram will include a retreat host¬ 
ed by Bates in June at which 
students and faculty will begin 
to develop ways to introduce 
bioinformatics technology to the 
student body. 
The third part of the program 
will involve publishing these 
new bioinformatics tools for 
school-wide use. 
Although Bates and Mount 
Holyoke both originally ap¬ 
plied for 35,000, NITLE offered 
both an additional $30,000. The 
additional money has allowed 
the two colleges to invite other 
schools from around the country 
to take part in the program. 
Neuroscience Speaker 
Describes Behavioral 
Effect of Light 
in conjunction with the lively dis¬ 
cussion that followed it brought 
a new perspective to a relevant 
and hotly-debated topic. 
“In these times characterized 
by profound legal questions, 
Judge Starr’s lecture brought 
perspective to some of the most 
important ones facing modern 
society,” said Nathaniel Walton, 
President of the Bates College 
Republicans. “His lecture drew 
on his extensive academic ex¬ 
perience in the field of law and 




Dr. George Brainard of Jeffer¬ 
son Medical College visited Bates 
last Monday to give a lecture on 
the effects of light on neuroendo¬ 
crine rhythms. 
Humans, Brainard noted, lived 
for millions of years according to 
light/dark schedules produced by 
the sun’s rising and setting. Be¬ 
fore humans were able to ma¬ 
nipulate these cycles, numerous 
endocrinal regulatory mechanisms 
evolved that are dictated by natu¬ 
ral rhythms of light and dark. 
Brainard then began discuss¬ 
ing the basic mechanisms by 
which an organism detects light 
for nonvisual somatic regulation. 
It is commonly known that when 
light reaches the eye, it travels 
through various cells and brain 
regions to produce visual images. 
Light additionally travels from the 
eye to the suprachiasmatic nucle¬ 
us (SCN), an oscillating nucleus 
in the brain that is responsible 
for detecting daylight/dark cycles. 
When daylight activates the SCN, 
it inhibits secretion of a hormone 
called melatonin from the pineal 
glad. An increase in melatonin 
levels during darkness occurs in 
organisms ranging from single-cell 
plankton to humans. 
Yet, these neuroendocrinal 
changes rarely occur in the pres¬ 
ence of artificial light. Normal 
levels of office or classroom light 
do not inhibit melatonin produc¬ 
tion. As our society increases the 
amount of time spent indoors, 
Brainard relates that the average 
person only sees about 45 minutes 
of natural sunlight per day. If he 
is spending the rest of his time in 
darkness or in insufficient light, he 
will not experience the repressed 
melatonin production caused by 
bright light. This disruption of 
neuroendocrine rhythms has been 
linked to sleep disorders, eating 
disorders, depression, and numer¬ 
ous other psychological and so¬ 
matic impairments. 
Brainard discussed a few of the 
disorders caused by malfunctions 
in the detection of light and dark 
cycles. Seasonal Affective Disor¬ 
der (SAD) is a type of depression 
that occurs only during periods 
of shortened daylight (i.e. winter 
months). SAD is associated with 
carbohydrate cravings and weight 
gain, as well as hypersomnia, or 
increased fatigue. The commonly 
accepted therapy for this disorder 
involves artificial daylight lamps, 
which repress melatonin levels 
and mimic the effects of longer 
daylight hours. 
Brainard discussed an ex¬ 
periment that he and some col¬ 
leagues performed a few years 
ago to test the effects of different 
wavelengths of light on melatonin 
levels. Participants received eye 
drops to dilate their pupils, allow¬ 
ing maximum light absorption into 
their eye. They then peered into 
a machine that used mirrors to de¬ 
liver a dose of pure, strong light 
directly into their pupil. Melato¬ 
nin levels were tested before and 
after light exposure. The experi¬ 
ment revealed that light of 505 nm 
wavelength (a bluish-green) had 
greater melatonin suppressing 
capability than did light at other 
wavelengths. Further testing re¬ 
vealed that the wavelength with 
the greatest capacity for block¬ 
ing melatonin was around 464 
nm. This finding was substanti- 
See NEUR0 SPEAKER, page 6 
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Security 
Incidents 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
officers, and Lewiston and Water- 
ville police, Bates security identi¬ 
fied the three and gave their names 
to the Lewiston Police, who are 
currently working on the incident. 
Friday, security was again at 
the center of a racially charged in¬ 
cident when six local youth were 
removed from a party in Page Hall 
and later from the Licklt event in 
Chase Hall. Carey explained that at 
10:19 p.m. security responded to 
a complaint from five female stu¬ 
dents that “local black males were 
making inappropriate comments 
toward people at a party in Page 
Hall.” Police, who were on cam¬ 
pus for a separate incident, offered 
to assist security and removed 
the locals from the party. “Police 
told [the locals] to leave campus 
or they would be arrested,” Carey 
explained. When police tried to 
identify the youths, they gave false 
IDs and lied to police. While police 
questioned the locals outside of 
Chase Hall, several students shout¬ 
ed accusations of racism at police 
and security. 
Jordan Ditima, who was among 
the six locals, argued that race, not 
behavior was the motivation for 
the problems. “It’s because we’re 
black. We weren’t causing trouble. 
[Police] targeted us as soon as we 
walked in.” Carey believes that 
students often make allegations 
of racism that are “red herrings,” 
citing that security asked a group 
of three white locals to leave cam¬ 
pus the same day. “All our officers 
are trained professionals. They 
have been trained by the Attorney 
General’s office on diversity,” he 
argued. 
Initially, Ditima believed that 
security was on their side; how¬ 
ever, his perspective changed after 
he was escorted out of the Licklt 
party. Though the incident report 
makes no mention of the discus¬ 
sion, the locals spoke at-length 
with a security guard after they 
were asked to leave the Page party. 
The officer told the group that, “it’s 
not us that have the problem. It 
is the police.” The officer implied 
he would turn a blind-eye to the 
group if they were to go to Licklt. 
The group happily accepted the 
offer and walked toward Chase 
Hall, while security watched brief¬ 
ly and drove away. Carey said that 
he was not aware of this exchange 
and declined to comment without 
knowing more. 
Carey believes that the system 
Bates uses is a time-tested strategy 
that has proven its efficacy in the 
past and will continue to work in 
the future. “Security doesn’t have 
the power of arrest and... I think 
that is a good thing,” he explained. 
Carey believes that security’s cur¬ 
rent role allows students to enjoy 
more freedom, without compro¬ 
mising safety; however, he is open 
to ideas for increasing the power of 
security to ensure students safety, 
though he knows it comes at the 
price of student freedom. Carey 
emphasized that all the arguments 
and issues came down to the same 
thing in the end: “It's all about stu¬ 
dent safety. Some people just don’t 
want to hear this.” 
Gala Protest Mellon Grant CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
have been happening on campus,” 
St. Brice said. “Though isolated 
incidents have been made public, 
there are many more issues every 
day that people just don’t hear 
about.” 
Once the protesters had spo¬ 
ken, they joined the rest of the 
campus inside to enjoy “A Night in 
Monte Carlo.” The committee cre¬ 
ated each year to plan the event is 
made up of Dean Keith Tannen- 
baum, Director of Dining Services 
Christine Schwartz, Administrative 
to the President Claire Schmoll 
and representatives from the Of¬ 
fice of Communications and Me¬ 
dia Relations, Physical Plant and 
student body. After deciding on 
the theme, they began the prepa¬ 
rations, including food, music and 
Commencement 
Speakers 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
“drug cocktail.” The “drug cock¬ 
tail” is used to combat the HIV vi¬ 
rus and has consequently reduced 
U.S. and European AIDS inflicted 
deaths to one-fifth of its peak lev¬ 
el. This research is what led Time 
Magazine to name Ho “Man of the 
Year” in 1996. Among his many 
awards and honors, he was also 
awarded the Presidential Medal in 
2001. Ho is currently the Irene 
Diamond Professor at The Rock¬ 
efeller University and the found¬ 
ing director and chief executive of 
the Aaron Diamond Aids Research 
Center in New York City. 
David McCullough is the writ¬ 
er of many highly-praised works 
such as “1776,” “Truman,” “John 
Adams,” “The Great Bridge” and 
“The Path between Two Seas” 
His presidential biographies of 
Harry Truman and John Adams 
earned him two Pulitzer Prizes. 
McCullough is also the narrator 
of numerous documentaries in¬ 
cluding “The Civil War,” the 2003 
movie “Seabiscuit” and many tele¬ 
vised programs. Aside from his 
two Pulitzer Prizes, he has also 
been the recipient of a number of 
other prestigious honors including 
the Francis Parkman Prize, the Na¬ 
tional Humanities Medal, the New 
York Public Library’s Literary Lion 
Award and many more. 
Mark Morris is a New York 
City choreographer known for 
his pieces “L’Allegro, il Pense- 
roso, ed il Moderato,” “Dido and 
Aeneas” and his pop interpreta¬ 
tion of “The Nutcracker” entitled 
“The Hard Nut.” He is now the 
founder of the Mark Morris Dance 
Group and has created more than 
12 commissions for dance compa¬ 
nies including the San Francisco 
Ballet Company and the American 
Ballet Theatre. His next project 
is “King Arthur” and is scheduled 
to premiere in June at the English 
National Opera. 
Every year, the Honorands 
are selected by a small commit¬ 
tee within the Board of Trustees 
called the Honorary Degree Com¬ 
mittee. President Hansen contacts 
each recipient a year in advanced 
in preparation for each year’s 
commencement ceremony. 
decorations. 
Though the details of decora¬ 
tions and food are changed each 
year with respect to the overall 
theme of the event, some things re¬ 
main constant. Bill Bergevin, Land¬ 
scape Coordinator for the Physical 
Plant, creates a large display at the 
entrance to the Gray Cage involv¬ 
ing plants and water. This year, in 
keeping with the theme, he crafted 
a roulette wheel. In addition, Din¬ 
ing Services employee Aaron Lord 
created ice sculptures to go on the 
buffet tables. 
The Bates Ballroom Society 
gave a demonstration of various 
dances early in the evening, and 
the Phil Rich Swing Band played 
traditional dance music in the 
Gray Cage, while Anthem, a local 
reggae band, played more contem¬ 
porary music in the Alumni Gym. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
ated by data from other studies, 
which showed peaks of melatonin 
suppression by light wavelengths 
between 464 and 480 nm (in the 
blue region). 
After conducting a study with 
twenty three individuals suffering 
from serious cases of SAD, Brain- 
ard and colleagues found that 
therapy with blue light caused a 
55 percent remission rate, com¬ 
pared with a 30 percent remission 
produced by white light. They 
are currently conducting a second 
trial to confirm results. Brainard 
The committee chose Monte 
Carlo for this year’s theme “be¬ 
cause of the current trend, with 
everyone very interested in poker 
and gambling,” said Tannenbaum. 
“We wanted to do something with 
that, but Las Vegas and Atlantic 
City are kind of cheesy. So we 
settled on Monte Carlo, which is 
much more classy. People there 
gamble in black tie.” This year’s 
favors were embossed decks of 
cards. 
Overall, Tannenbaum was 
pleased with the night. “I heard 
from a number of students that 
this was one of the best Galas they 
have attended, and the attendance 
felt like it was much higher than 
usual,” he said. “This is a memora¬ 
ble night, not something that every 
college has. It’s not like anything 
else that we do here.” 
noted that the promising results 
of this experiment imply that blue 
light can be used to treat the array 
of disorders resulting from inter¬ 
ruption of melatonin suppression. 
This type of therapy is also being 
investigated with NASA to correct 
the insomnia that affects many as¬ 
tronauts, impeding their alertness 
and performance. Brainard is cur¬ 
rently working with Phillips light¬ 
ing to produce blue-tinted fluores¬ 
cent light bulbs that can be used 
in space shuttles (and potentially 
also in classrooms and offices) to 
correct disorders caused by insuf¬ 
ficient light exposure. 
endowed” colleges. The objective 
is to provide funding to help the 
colleges address an issue which, 
according to President Hansen's let¬ 
ter, is “a major priority, leading to 
a long-lasting, positive educational 
and financial outcome.” For Han¬ 
sen, the clear area of focus is diver¬ 
sity. Diversity has always been an 
issue for Bates, and the subject of 
many committees and task forces 
over the past decades. Recogniz¬ 
ing the lack of diversity at Bates, 
Hansen asked Liz Tobin to review 
the previous work done on this is¬ 
sue - an effort which culminated in 
the Report of Reports. “It was as 
if the [Mellon Foundation] letter ar¬ 
rived on cue,” said Hansen at the 
time she and Tobin were thinking 
of possible steps to take to address 
the diversity issue. 
“When looking at Bates com¬ 
pared to other colleges, [diversity 
is] where we don’t measure up,” 
explained Hansen of her decision 
to focus the grant proposal on this 
area of concern. “There is a gap be¬ 
tween ideals and implementation.” 
A Mellon Grant, which is an 
award between two and three mil¬ 
lion dollars would help Bates attract 
a more diverse student body by 
offering more financial aid for stu¬ 
dents in need. 
Hansen also described a clear, 
shared sense among the Bates 
community that this is “the hardest 
tiling for Bates.” While hesitant to 
discuss the specific proposal ideas, 
Hansen stated, “All the initiatives 
we’re thinking of build on areas of 
strength and will be comprehensive 
and systemic.” 
Neuro Speaker 
Students Present Academic 
Work at Mt. David Summit 
LINCOLN BENEDICT / THE BATES STUDENT 
On Friday, March 24, students of all classes presented poster sessions, 15 
minute talks, readings, performances, screenings and exhibitions on a variety 
of topics. Sponsored by the Dean of Faculty and the Mellon Learning Associate 
Programs in the Humanities, the Summit is a "campus-wide celebration of student 
academic achievement." 
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ARTS 
W()t pates: i£>tu&ent 
Matt Lambek to Premiere "The Dopest Opus" 
KATIE CELESTE 
STAFF WRITER 
SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT 
Matt Lambek will premiere his three movement composition, "The Dopest Opus,” this Thursday in Olin. 
Matt Lambek '06 came to Bates 
intending to study biology, but he 
will graduate with a degree in Mu¬ 
sic. One of two music majors in the 
senior class, Matt chose composi¬ 
tion as his concentration, so for his 
yearlong senior thesis he naturally 
composed a piano concerto. How¬ 
ever, this isn’t just any piano con¬ 
certo. it is “The Dopest Opus.” So, 
don’t be frightened by the term “pi¬ 
ano concerto,” and come to Olin at 
8 p.m. this Thursday to witness the 
magic. I would try to tell you how 
chill this concert is going to be, but 
I don’t think I’m dope enough to 
go there. I’ll just leave you with a 
question: would anyone who calls 
his senior thesis “The Dopest Opus” 
create inaccessible music? 
“The Dopest Opus” will run 
roughly 25 minutes, and includes 
three movements. Although Matt 
has a hard time describing what 
genre of music his work fits into, 
African melodies he heard while 
studying abroad in Ghana, his ex¬ 
perience playing jazz piano and 
gospel all influence his composi¬ 
tion. The first movement took the 
better part of first semester to com¬ 
pose, and he had to finish the last 
two movements during this semes¬ 
ter, a difficult task considering his 
piece includes seven instruments. 
If you’re as musically impaired 
as I am, then you’re probably won¬ 
dering how it’s possible to keep 
track of seven different parts. Matt 
filled me in on some of the modern 
conveniences available to compos¬ 
ers these days: fortunately he can 
record the different parts on a com¬ 
puter, layer them and see how ev¬ 
erything sounds together. You can 
hook an electric piano up to the 
computer, play it and the computer 
will record what you play. These 
capabilities allow him to use trial 
and error to see what works. De¬ 
scribing how he incorporates dif¬ 
ferent instruments into one piece, 
Matt says, “Sometimes I bounce the 
piano off the rest of the orchestra, 
and other times they work togeth¬ 
er.” 
You’ve probably already wit¬ 
nessed Matt’s musical prowess 
whether you know it or not. His 
radio show, “The Cocky Carrots,” 
which he does with Chris Casey, 
runs on Sunday nights from ten to 
twelve. He also plays keyboards 
for the Greg Waters Band and for 
his primary group, Johnson Elec¬ 
tric. Johnson Electric plays hip hop 
inflected background music, and 
Chris Casey, who describes himself 
as “The most artistically relevant 
poet on campus,” reads his poetry 
to the music. Johnson Electric has 
also been tauted as “The most artis¬ 
tically legitimate band on campus” 
by...Johnson Electric. Don’t de¬ 
spair if you’re not part of this elite 
group—you can witness them in 
action at the Ronj this week (time is 
TBA). Just being in their presence 
will get you glowing with artistic 
legitimacy. 
Before you other musicians get 
too peeved about these (true but 
hard to take) claims, you should 
hear all of the warm and fuzzy 
things Matt had to say about you. 
He described the Bates music scene 
as superior to Bowdoin’s (Go Bob¬ 
cats!) and said that there were “a lot 
of great musicians” here. 
One thing that Matt finds un¬ 
savory about the music scene is 
WRBC’s puny budget. He claims, 
“The WRBC is more in touch with 
the desires of music lovers.” How¬ 
ever, I know that there are a large 
population of Batesies out there 
who aren’t into cutting edge or un¬ 
derground sounds. I asked Matt if 
he thought that the WRBC could 
cater to everyone, even people 
like me who will admit to having 
bought “My Humps” and various 
other atrocities on iTunes (It’s for 
the gym, I swear). Matt argued 
that the WRBC is “better equipped 
to find quality acts” of every sort, 
whether they’re looking for pop or 
indie rock. He says, “Sometimes the 
CHC does a good job, but they’ve 
made a couple of glaring mistakes 
and brought acts that the vast ma¬ 
jority of Bates didn’t want to see.” 
He also thinks that the WRBC can 
find affordable acts to suit every¬ 
one’s palate. They don’t want to 
blow 20 grand on one act. 
Matt wants to share his senior 
recital with the entire Bates com¬ 
munity: “I hope a lot of people 
come.” You have the power to ful¬ 
fill this man’s dreams. Don’t disap¬ 
point: Thursday,. March 30, Olin 
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. 
Accessory Spotlight: A Big Take on Little Things 
STYLE.COM/COURTESY PHOTO 
Flats from Marc Jacobs and high laced booties from Donna Karan are 
essential accessories that can complete any outfit. 
KENDALL HERBST 
FASHION COLUMNIST 
In life, not sweating the small 
stuff is an effectively relaxing 
mantra. In fashion, however, life 
is made up of the small stuff. The 
clutches, the berets, the gloves 
and a myriad of other huge choic¬ 
es loom over very tiny items. Ac¬ 
cessories can entirely turn an out¬ 
fit, carving out tone or enhancing 
a figure. Thus, accessories are no 
longer accessories. They’re es¬ 
sentials. 
To begin, upcoming favorites 
include the high laced bootie. 
These stampeded the fall collec¬ 
tions from Donna Karan, as pic¬ 
tured in tiger print, to Proenza 
Schouler where they adopted 
an all black, zippered, edgy aes¬ 
thetic. Chloe also attempted the 
look through a more casual lens, 
selecting a stacked wooden heel 
and rounded toe. Centered high¬ 
er than most heels, these shoes 
meld easily with the abbreviated 
lengths seen during L.A. fashion 
week and spring shop windows 
everywhere. Yet, luckily, once the 
weather turns colder, an unpleas¬ 
ant thought for us just getting used 
to the warmth, paired with pencil 
skirts or skinny trousers, booties 
are a shoe-in for fall (pun embar¬ 
rassingly intended). If you don’t 
want to invest in the expensive 
high-end design now, certainly 
stores like Aldo and Steve Madden 
will be knocking off this design 
when the trend firmly hits at the 
end of summer. 
If booties don’t appeal, per¬ 
haps a refined t-strap heel pro¬ 
vides both the sophistication and 
femininity desired. In charcoal, 
ink and champagne hues, Calvin 
Klein produced, to no one’s sur¬ 
prise, elegantly minimalist, mod¬ 
ern versions. The Lavin show also 
presented a lovely t-strap sandal 
with a large floral embellishment 
at the toe. Though constructed 
in white so as to be useable dur¬ 
ing summer, it really ought to be 
paired with black tights come the 
fall for a sleeker, cooler look. 
And from the bottom to the 
top, oversized hats, if you believe 
Marc Jacobs (and you’d be fool¬ 
ish not to), will have a huge say 
in what lighthearted women wear 
out this summer and beyond. Af¬ 
ter entertaining us with a plunge 
back to grunge, Jacobs topped off 
his collection with knit, chunky. 
Though the proportion at first may 
be a bit off-putting, it’s actually a 
rather flattering, soft and young 
look. This shape is a neo-hybrid 
of the wide-brimmed sun hats and 
knit wool caps, bridging the im¬ 
mense gap between the blocks 
Jenny claims she’s still from and 
the scruffy campus’ blocks here at 
Bates. 
During the upcoming seasons, 
think detailed and delicate. For 
shoes, though espadrilles were 
popular last summer and still have 
some staying power, high-laced 
booties and t-straps are more 
promising. And in all likelihood, 
bows will become a coveted or¬ 
nament, tied as draping scarves 
or cinching belts. Hats should be 
playful; all sorts of shapes in all 
kinds of colors exude a whimsi¬ 
cal flair to even the most modern 
of seasons. Bags are slipperier to 
peg considering how context-de¬ 
pendent they are, but nonetheless, 
I’ll advise to shy away from Pra- 
da’s grometed fall bags and Louis 
Vuitton offers an excellent, albeit 
exceedingly trendy, leopard bag. 
Celine’s and YSL’s options will un¬ 
doubtedly age better. These bud¬ 
ding accessories along with rain¬ 
drops on roses and whiskers on 
kittens, bright copper kettles and 
warm woolen mittens, brown pa¬ 
per packages tied up with strings 
are, yes, just a few of my favorite 
things. 
Islands is Coming! 
Islands is Coming! 
ADAM ROUX 
MUSIC COLUMNIST 
Something very important will 
happen in Boston over the next 
break. An event of phenomenal 
gloriousness nature, bestowed 
upon us by the music gods, shall 
occur in the bowels of the Middle 
East. Be vigilant, be humble and 
have your credit card ready. 
Islands is coming. 
Yeah, it blew my mind too. 
On April 19, two-thirds of the Uni¬ 
corns will play at the Middle East 
Downstairs. If you’re unaware of 
who the Unicorns were, shame 
on you. Shame shame shame. 
After a few EPs in the early 2000s, 
they released a cheery and mor¬ 
bid synth-pop album called “Who 
Will Cut Our Hair When We’re 
Gone” which, I’ll admit, takes a 
little getting used to. Eschew¬ 
ing the typical pop structure of 
verse-verse-chorus-verse, each of 
the Unicorns’ songs wonderfully 
travels from point A to point B, 
exploring multiple tones in the 
same song. At one moment dark 
and danceable yet sugary sweet 
and fluid the next, each tune suf¬ 
fers from a lovely sort of schizo¬ 
phrenia. 
Islands picks up where this 
group left off. I’ve only heard a 
few tracks by the band so far, but 
the new full-length is currently 
on the shelves in WRBC (gimme 
a week). Of what I have listened 
See ISLAND, page 9 
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"Wolfie": Choir to Perform Mozart's "Requiem" Happy Birthday 
BEN HALEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Everybody loves John Corrie. 
And his brownies. I sat down with 
the affable choir director in the 
Gamelan room in Olin after choir 
rehearsal to discuss the upcoming 
performance of Mozart’s Requiem. 
Corrie, lecturer in Music, has been 
head of the college choir for 20 
years. I asked him to tell me a bit 
about his musical background. 
He started off saying that he 
knew he would become involved 
in the field of music when he en¬ 
tered Oberlin as an undergraduate. 
He began as an organist before 
taking voice lessons to become “a 
better church choir director.” He 
is also a self-taught conductor (he 
considers a performance by Seiji 
Ozawa on Sesame Street to be a 
source for one of his tricks). 
Since this year marks Mozart’s 
250th birthday, Corrie decided to 
perform the Requiem in “Wolfie’s” 
(his affectionate name for Mozart) 
honor. The piece has been per¬ 
formed five times at Bates since 
1991 and to better understand 
the piece, I first asked Corrie to 
explain its historical context. In 
1791, Mozart was commissioned 
by 28-year-old Count Walsegg- 
Stuppach to compose a requiem 
for his lately deceased wife. He 
set to work at it, even though at 
the time he himself was dying, 
stricken by a variety of illness¬ 
es. It is not the most difficult of 
Mozart’s works to perform, but it 
is fairly challenging. Some, in¬ 
cluding the makers of the film 
“Amadeus,” contend that Mozart 
considered the requiem to be for 
himself, though it was ostensibly 
for a dead countess. According to 
one anecdote, the day before he 
died Mozart gathered three friends 
together to perform what he had 
already composed, with Mozart as 
the alto. He died of kidney failure 
on Dec. 5, 1791 with the work un¬ 
finished. His assistant, 
Franz Xaver Sufimayr, 
completed the work 
partly because Mozart’s 
widow needed the 
money. SuRmayr drew 
upon drafts and con¬ 
versations he had had 
with Mozart about the 
piece before he died in 
order to finish it. 
The Requiem had 
a significant impact' on 
music. According to 
Corrie, requiems had 
generally gone out of 
style in Mozart’s pe¬ 
riod. Mozart’s Requiem 
resulted in a resur¬ 
gence of popularity 
for this type of musi¬ 
cal piece. It was also 
imitated: Haydn clearly 
mimicked one of the 
movements from the Requiem in 
his Lord Nelson Mass. 
I asked Corrie how he manag¬ 
es so many people with different 
schedules, considering there are 
78 singers and 26 members of the 
orchestra, and how he can make 
sure that everyone is prepared 
for the final product. The key, he 
says, is “knowing that people are 
generous of heart but that they 
can’t be there all the time.” He ex¬ 
pects goodwill and will give it in 
return. He expects dedication, but 
understands that people have oth¬ 
er commitments. He is demanding, 
but recognizes limits. People need 
encouragement, he says, not be- 
littlement. All these elements form 
the central component of Corrie’s 
philosophy: enjoyment. He wants 
people to enjoy making music. 
The Bates College Choir will 
have two performances of the per¬ 
form the Requiem twice this week¬ 
end in the Olin concert hall, Fri¬ 
day and Saturday night, at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are required, but students 
will be admitted free of charge 
with their IDs. 
Uffa! Puts the 
! in French 
Cuisine 
LOUIS DENNIG 
ARTS LAYOUT EDITOR 
The treasure box that your 
check comes in at this Portland 
culinary delight is a very ap¬ 
propriate end to a meal at Uffa! 
Out of the way from the Old 
Port and far from such Portland 
mainstays as Fore St., a meal at 
Uffa! is a lot like finding a bur¬ 
ied treasure, without all the sand 
that comes with it. Although the 
name is an Italian expression that 
means something along the lines 
of “Good!”, the restaurant spe¬ 
cializes in French cuisine. With 
an incredibly friendly and help¬ 
ful wait staff, the menu (which 
changes monthly) and a short but 
excellent wine list become easy 
to navigate at this outstanding 
restaurant. 
Uffa! is located at the corner 
of Congress and State Streets and 
is easy to find with its four torches 
burning just outside the entrance. 
The usually difficult prospect of 
finding somewhere in Portland to 
park is made simple with compli¬ 
mentary parking just across the 
street. The restaurant consists of 
See UFFA!, page 9 
Bates World Music Weekend 
SARAH BECK/ THE BATES STUDENT 
The Cambodian Classics Ensemble performers “Ramayana” in Olin 
Chelsea Cook Serves Up Complex Show 
SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT 




BEN LEBEAUX and JACOB 
BLUESTONE 
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR and 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Jacob Bluestone '07 wants 
people to slow down and look 
at the world around them with 
eyes wide open. The Hunting- 
ton, N.Y. resident and studio 
art major has just completed 
a semester long photography 
collaboration with five Poland 
Regional High School students, 
and their work will premier in 
Chase Hall Gallery tonight. 
Bluestone combined two 
past projects before beginning 
this artistic partnership: enabled 
by a Phillips Fellowship, Blue- 
stone taught disadvantaged Bo¬ 
livian youths photography and 
also mentored boys from Po¬ 
land, Maine. Bluestone explains 
that the mentoring program in¬ 
tended to present unorthodox 
but ultimately enjoyable facets 
of college life to students who 
had not considered continuing 
on with their education after 
graduating from high school. 
Along with the financial 
help of an Arthur Crafts Ser¬ 
vice-Learning Award, Bluestone 
began the current project by 
giving the group of boys 35mm 
point-and shoot cameras. The 
boys, who ranged in ages from 
14 to 16 years old, used the 
cameras to capture their sur¬ 
rounding worlds. Bluestone 
notes that although he gave the 
See PHOTOGRAPHERS, page 9 
EMILY TRONO 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
If you chose the library over 
Chelsea Cook’s senior concert on 
Sunday, you missed out. Although 
Cook’s cello performance featured 
technically challenging pieces by 
Bach, Schumann and Shostakov¬ 
ich, the senior demonstrated her 
evident mastery of the immensely 
complicated works. 
Cook, an anthropology major 
soon to complete her year-long 
thesis, set the tone for the recital 
with her poised stage presence. 
She presented the audience with 
a no-nonsense attitude as she pre¬ 
pared to play her first piece: “Suite 
No. 1 in G Major” composed by 
Johann Sebastian Bach. Unaccom¬ 
panied, Cook’s full-bodied sound 
resonated throughout the walls 
of the Olin. Pushing through the 
first movement of the piece, Cook 
gained further confidence as she 
worked through the more difficult 
sections of the suite. She tackled 
the challenges that the complex 
string crossings and an exactingly 
wide range of tonalities posed; 
she especially excelled in the 
third movement - a bouncy yet 
regal “Courante.” Cook is to be 
commended for opening with this 
piece in particular. Cook notes 
that “beginning with the Bach is 
pretty tricky because when you’re 
unaccompanied no one is there to 
cover up your mistakes. Plus it’s 
extra nerve-wracking to go out on 
stage alone.” Yet the choice em¬ 
phasized the fact that this recital 
concludes her four years of musi¬ 
cal study wherein she received in¬ 
struction primarily from Kathleen 
Foster of the Portland Symphony 
Orchestra. 
The concert proceeded with 
“Fantasiestiicke Op. 73” by Robert 
Schumann, written for both cello 
and piano. Cook’s bright and 
rich cello tone was greatly com¬ 
plimented by her accompanist, 
Professor James Parakilas, who 
has been hailed by the performer 
as providing “absolutely amaz¬ 
ing” support and who is “patient 
and also a wonderful musician.” 
Cook’s gentle attacks on the notes 
in the first movement conveyed 
emotion and engendered the dia¬ 
logue she created with the piano. 
In the piece’s second and third 
movements, she again overcame 
technically difficult passages to 
impress the audience with some 
strong melodies and even a strik¬ 
ing glissando. Also notable was 
her authoritative presence in the 
third movement, while still main¬ 
taining a sense of balance and 
lightness. 
After a brief intermission, Cook 
closed with Dmitri Shostakovich’s 
“Sonata in D minor, Opus 40 for 
Cello and Piano,” a piece I believe 
to be the most challenging, yet 
most beautifully executed piece in 
the program. Cook brought out 
the wide range of emotions that 
Shostakovich’s writing holds, be 
ginning with a haunting, brooding 
first movement which presented 
her again with extensive motion 
in the upper register and shifts 
from low to high octaves. Work¬ 
ing with Parakilas, Cook embraced 
the more spirited second move¬ 
ment and its unusual, spooky har¬ 
monics. Settling back into the sor¬ 
rowful, solemn sound of the third 
movement, Cook’s cello was well 
juxtaposed with the piano’s disso¬ 
nant chords; she set herself up for 
the solid, bold finale of the forth 
movement. Cook’s performance 
was received with a standing ova¬ 
tion, and she says that overall she 
was “very pleased with the perfor¬ 
mance, especially the Shostakov¬ 
ich...! was so happy to play.” 
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The Eels Shock With Live Album 
BERNIE HERLYN 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eels are certainly one of 
the most eccentric bands in recent 
memory. Essentially a one-man 
show, masterminded by Mark Oliver 
Everett known simply as “E,” The 
Eels (or Eels or eels, depending on 
whom you ask) produced some of 
the interesting pop records of the 
90’s. E’s deadpan, strained vocals 
channeled countless numbers of 
folk singers but were rougher than 
other contemporaries, such as the 
late Elliott Smith. 
Through the course of eight 
studio albums, including two solo 
albums from E, we were taken on 
strange trips through E’s mind and 
got a glimpse into his quirks. His 
dark sense of humor was both ironic 
and gloomy, which shined through 
on songs with titles like “My Be¬ 
loved Monster” and “Novocain for 
the Soul.” The pain in his songs de¬ 
rived from tragedies such as deaths 
in the family and sometimes his 
mental torment was so strong to be 
almost disturbing. If one got past 
the undeniable trauma, the listener 
would discover the true depth be¬ 
neath the surface. “Live at Town 
Hall,” The Eels’ recently released 
live album, is a culmination of all 
of E’s lyrical and musical themes. 
Not content with only taking a 
few other musicians out on tour, E 
assembled a full crew of seven and 
billed the tour as Eels with Strings. 
Each member played at least two or 
three instruments every night: the 
set included a piano, pump organ, 
celeste, violin and even a trash can. 
The album, recorded at Town Hall 
in New York City in 2005, is like E’s 
own interpretation of an unplugged 
concert. Only two tracks feature 
a drum, and “Bus Stop Boxer” is 
transformed into an eerie mix of vi¬ 
olins, xylophones and an autoharp 
while the catchy “Novocain for the 
Soul” becomes a subdued explora¬ 
tion of haunting violins and strange 
noises (I think there’s a saw in 
there too somewhere, but it’s hard 
to tell). There is also a great cover 
of Bob Dylan’s “Girl from the North 
Country” that shows the power of 
E’s ability to completely transform 
the feel of a song that is not his 
own. 
The majority of the concert is 
pulled from 2005’s lush and expan¬ 
sive double-album “Blinking Lights 
and Other Revelations.” Many of 
that record’s subdued tracks work 
well on “Live at Town Hall,” most 
notably “If You See Natalie.” The 
track is a moving plea to a girl who 
wishes most for death: “You may 
not need this world / But the world 
needs you.” The track is rife with 
tension and does not let up until 
the final moments when violins 
end the swan-song. 
E gives us his most gut-wrench¬ 
ing performance on “I’m Going to 
Stop Pretending That I Didn’t Break 
Your Heart,” nearly four minutes of 
almost unbearable anguish. A cel¬ 
lo provides the song’s dark under¬ 
tones juxtaposed against a sprightly 
guitar and a soothing piano melody. 
E’s voice sounds so full of emotion, 
as if it may crack and give out at 
any moment. Powerful stuff. 
The mood continues on the 
aptly titled “Suicide Life” but picks 
up again on the hillbilly take of 
“Hey Man (Now You’re Really Liv¬ 
ing).” The album ends on “Things 
the Grandchildren Should Know,” 
and by that time the listener is tru¬ 
ly left in awe. E would not have 
been content with simply rehash¬ 
ing his songs on stage and repeat¬ 
ing the album versions. Instead, he 
changed the mood of many songs 
while strengthening the emotions 
on others to give them a more last¬ 
ing effect. It may be trying and dif¬ 
ficult to really get into these songs. 
Xylophones and lap steels and me- 
lodicas are not instruments you ex¬ 
pect to find on many records, nor 
is E’s deadpan delivery always that 
accessible. Nevertheless, Eels with 
Strings is an interesting experiment 
for one of rock’s most mysterious 
songwriters. The learning curve 
on “Live at Town Hall” is certainly 
high, but if you can explore under¬ 
neath the album’s many layers you 
will be pleasantly surprised at what 
you might find. 
French Food Flourishes at Uffa! 
TU . . „ UFFA RESTAURANT.COM/ COURTESY PHOTO 
The inviting restaurant Uffa! welcomes diners in with four torches just outside its front entrance. 
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one medium-sized, inviting room 
with hard-wood floors, a very 
high ceiling, a small, comfortable 
bar in the corner of the room to 
sit at while waiting for your table 
and a slightly open curtain behind 
which the chef works tirelessly 
preparing his incredible dishes. 
The hostess was kind enough 
to sit my date and me away from a 
group of four who she described 
as,; “incredibly annoying,” and sat 
a Couple who walked in reeking 
of cigarette smoke at a booth at 
the corner of the restaurant. Our 
waitress was extremely knowl¬ 
edgeable and attentive, explain¬ 
ing what all of the food was that 
we had never heard of before. 
Every plate at Uffa! can be split at 
no charge, and the wait staff en¬ 
courages its patrons to try many 
different dishes from the menu. 
To start, the cheese plate for one 
with three different cheeses from 
Italy, France and Spain with an 
accompanying Chacuterie plate 
of relishes, meats, pate, diced 
egg, several delicious mustards 
and toast points was a delecta- 
ble^ancWarie^jva^to^begh^he^ 
meal with so many flavors com¬ 
ing together. For an appetizer, 
try one of sweeter salads such as 
the Beet Green and Spinach Salad 
of pear, goat cheese, candy wal¬ 
nut and honey vinaigrette, or the 
well-priced and delicious plate of 
steamed mussels for $8. These 
won’t disappoint as the portion 
is huge, the mussels are freshly 
caught within the last 24 hours, 
are perfectly prepared and are 
among the biggest mussels I’ve 
ever seen. 
For the main course Uffa! of¬ 
fers many incredible delights, the 
filet mignon with sauteed spin¬ 
ach and mashed potatoes offers 
a perfect rendition of a standard 
meal. The potatoes are light and 
flavorful to perfectly accompa¬ 
ny the fine meat that is slightly 
marinated to bring out all of the 
best flavors of the meat while not 
overpowering the natural flavors. 
The chicken breast stuffed with 
ham and brie is a true delight. 
The flavors all mix together per¬ 
fectly while the brie brings a tex¬ 
ture that is all together inventive 
and delightful. Each entree is ex¬ 
pertly prepared by the head chef 
James_JYanchemontagneJ_iwho 
came out after the final order had 
been completed to personally ask 
every patron how they enjoyed 
their dinner. 
Uffa! is more than just an ex¬ 
cellent culinary experience, al¬ 
though it offers that as well. It 
is one of the few restaurants that 
take pride in truly taking care of 
its customers by making them feel 
like they are at home. Rare is the 
occasion when one dines out and 
feels completely comfortable and 
relaxed while enjoying such high 
quality food. 
For dessert, the vanilla 
cheesecake with raspberry sorbet 
was the perfect finish to an exqui¬ 
site meal. The cappuccino that I 
ordered with dessert was lost by 
the bar, so my waitress personally 
made the coffee and even though 
it came when half the desert was 
still on the table the cappuccino 
was mysteriously not on the bill. 
Uffa! offers a unique dining ex¬ 
perience; this cozy, romantic and 
delicious restaurant is a treasure 
in Portland not to be missed by 
students looking for some good 
food or a great place for a date. 
High School Photographers 
Look with Eyes Wide Open; 
Exhibit Opens Tonight 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 
boys specific assignments, their 
own creativity and 'unorthodox' 
work-ethic caused them to shoot 
whatever caught their eye. None 
of the boys had worked with 
black and white film before, and 
they all quickly learned that the 
medium allowed them to focus 
on the image’s formal founda¬ 
tion rather than emphasize the 
distraction of color. 
Simple and fun, the boys' im¬ 
ages portray an everyday Maine 
world that we constantly over¬ 
look. Rolling tires and smoke¬ 
stacks, beer bottles and pickup 
trucks, the boys captured every¬ 
thing. Although the boys felt 
that the individual assignments 
seemed like extensions of their 
high school workloads, Blue- 
stone notes that the group ses¬ 
sions “were far more successful.” 
The group worked to overcome 
a number of preconceptions re¬ 
garding photography, especially 
the belief that every image had 
to be perfect or “the best im¬ 
age ever.” Bluestone attempted 
to disrupt this belief with his 
first assignment: he asked the 
boys to shoot an entire roll of 
film without looking through 
the camera. Bluestone believes 
that this assignment helped the 
group cope with the paralyz¬ 
ing experience of being one on 
one with a camera and a finite 
amount of both film and time 
to work with. The boys were 
awkwardly surprised by some 
of the results; every picture, 
each a ‘shot in the dark’ if you 
will, genuinely helped shed any 
other debilitating preconcep¬ 
tions and set the tone for the 
remainder of the project. 
The boys' work is not to be 
over intellectualized or under 
appreciated. The exhibition 
presents the products of five 
high school boys looking out 
at the world around them, with 
eyes wide open. 
The exhibit, In Our Hands, 
Through Our Eyes will open to¬ 
night, March 28, at 6 p.m. in the 
Chase Hall Gallery. 
Island-Hopping with Adam Roux 
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to, I particularly enjoy “Buddy Lit¬ 
tle Wing” and “Abominable Snow.” 
The former is a simple bittersweet 
coming-of-age-in-a-difficult-world 
story, while “Abominable” is, well, 
crazy distorted excitement where 
they sing about Canada a lot. 
While we’re on the subject of 
synths, Casiotone for the Pain¬ 
fully Alone, a band I admittedly 
hadn’t heard about until a week 
ago, sends us early 20s angst with 
“Etiquette.” Life hasn’t turned out 
the way Casiotone wanted it t-o, 
so they sing songs about it. The 
album is essentially a collection 
of forlorn, sentimental little songs 
driven by drum machines and as¬ 
sorted keyboardisms. Somewhat 
akin in philosophy to Spoon’s 
“The way we get by,” this release 
offers songs that are appropriate 
for both parties and lonely hipster 
brooding. 
In other music news (go to 
hell, Kurt Loder), Man Man also 
released yet another strangely 
wonderful album. Imagine a 
band of gypsies who kidnapped 
a first-grade classroom and then 
all went to music camp together 
before their favorite pet died hor¬ 
ribly and scarred the whole group 
for life. And they like to dance. 
Choruses like “I smell the blood 
of an Englishman” are among my 
favorite moments on the album, 
backed by accordions, thumping 
drums and general loveliness. 
Jens Lekman’s compilation 
of his first three EPs is another 
lovely gem. For some reason, 
the Swedes do folk-pop very 
well (see: Kings of Convenience). 
Lekman borrows heavily from 
60s pop to create lovely, vulner¬ 
able sounds akin to the Magnetic 
Fields or Sufjan Stevens. Songs 
like “Black Cab” or “Money in My 
Pocket” are just beautiful, brood¬ 
ing, songs that show how Lekman 
creates so much with such simple 
melodies. 
Indie rock heavy-hitters Belle 
& Sebastian set another collection 
of ditties loose upon the world. 
Some people claim that these 
guys have gone to pop with this 
particular album, and admittedly 
the production is a little cleaner 
than previous releases. But I’d 
also like to point out that, um, 
they’re a pop band, which is kind 
of the point. Quirky and sincere, 
each track is just plain fun. I’m 
currently addicted to “The Blues 
Are still Blue,” an upbeat song 
that smells somewhat akin to clas¬ 
sic rock, but with talent. “Dear 
Catastrophe Waitress” still reigns 
supreme in my mind, but this 
one’s worthy of addition to your 
collection. 
In a completely different 
world, Welsh rockers Mclusky re¬ 
leased a “best of” album entitled 
“Mcluskyism.” I never understood 
where in the indie rock world 
these guys stood; they’re less pop 
than the Yeah Yeah Yeahs and no¬ 
where near as pretentious as Li¬ 
ars. Mclusky is kind of the friend 
Indie rock doesn’t like to go to 
bars with because they always 
gets too drunk and try to start 
fights with old ladies. That said, 
“abrasive” is obviously an under¬ 
statement in describing the band. 
As a retrospective, “Mcluskyism” 
shows how they got so good at 
being loud. Somehow they blend 
weird dissonance, a heavy bass 
and a singer who suffers from at 
least one nervous breakdown per 
song to create something energet¬ 
ic and interesting. The early stuff, 
as you might suspect, is a little 
much; skip the first three tracks 
and start with “Lightsaber Cock¬ 
sucking Blues,” or jump ahead 
to my personal favorite “Without 
MSG I am Nothing.” 
10 
Tennis to Face 
Brandeis at Home 
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singles match. Besides Harris and 
Benisch’s wins in the singles category, 
Colby singles players dominated. 
The Colby match was a tough 
loss, as it was very close. “Against 
Colby, we did not compete as well 
as we could have so they deserved to 
win on that day. Hopefully we will 
get to face them in post season,” said 
Gastonguay. 
According to Gastonguay, the loss 
taught the players that they have to 
do a good job with just playing the 
ball. The ability to return different hits 
from the opponent, not just the facility 
and the opponent, will determine the 
capability to win. 
The team recognizes that it must 
be tough on the road and adjust to 
other teams’ courts. However, the 
team does not use away games as an 
excuse for losses because other teams 
have to adjust equally as much to 
MerilTs fast courts. 
March 25, Bates traveled to play 
against Smith College. Taking the les¬ 
sons of the loss against Colby to heart, 
the players each competed well and 
fought until the end of their matches. 
The team won 6-3. “It was a team 
effort and even the players who lost 
competed with such intensity that 
their teammates were inspired to fight 
to the end,” said Gastonguay. 
The team’s next match is at home 
on April 1 against Brandeis. 
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Women's Lacrosse 
Mauls UNE, Gordon 
SCOTT PRIEST 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Women’s lacrosse pushed their 
overall record to 4-1 with two non¬ 
conference victories over the Uni¬ 
versity of New England and Gor¬ 
don College this week, winning by 
a combined score of 41-14. 
The Bobcats jumped out to an 
early lead in Wenham, Mass, on 
Wednesday, scoring the game’s 
first five goals and maintaining a 
6-2 lead going into halftime. Kat 
Farmer ’07 scored the first goal of 
the second half, one of five straight 
Bobcat tallies. Bates poured in ten 
goals in the second half, stretching 
the final score to 16-4. 
Caroline Thomas ’09 led the 
scoring barrage with three goals, 
while Farmer, Hannah Meyer ’07, 
Molly Wagner '08 and Sarah Peters 
’08 all had two-goal games. 
Bates dominated Gordon in all 
aspects of the game, outshooting 
the Fighting Scots 42-16, and regis¬ 
tering 12 turnovers to the Scots’ 36. 
Katie Nickerson ’08 registered the 
win, stopping four Gordon shots, 
while Katie Smarse ’09 spelled 
Nickerson in net, stopping five 
shots in her 25 minutes of play. 
The win came on the heels of 
a 25-10 drubbing of UNE on Tues¬ 
day in Biddeford. Wagner and 
co-captain Shannon Tully ’06 each 
provided five goals to the Bobcat 
cause, while Rachel Harmeling ’08 
notched four and Farmer had a hat 
trick of her own. 
UNE scored two goals in the 
first five minutes, staying even 
with the Bobcats, who then put 
forth a nine-goal barrage en route 
to 15 goals in the first half, and a 
season-high 25 for the game. 
The Bobcats are tied with 
Bowdoin atop NESCAC in goals 
per game, having scored 84 over 
their five contests. Wagner finds 
herself on the leaderboard in both 
points per game, sixth with 3.6, 
and goals per game, third with 3.4. 
Nickerson is second in save per¬ 
centage and sixth in goals against 
average, while backup goaltender 
Smarse is fourth. 
Last week’s games mark the 
end of Bates’ nonconference 
schedule, with eight NESCAC op¬ 
ponents to face in the next four 
weeks. 
The Bobcats will host five of 
the eight games, a plus since Bates 
is undefeated (3-0) at home this 
year. However, before they re¬ 
turn home, the Bobcats will head 
to Medford, Mass, to take on the 
4-0 Tufts Jumbos next Saturday in 
their only match of the week. 
Molly Wagner '08 in a tussle with a Babson middie in a game earlier in 
the season. Women's lacrosse improved their record to 4-i. 
Baseball to Host 
NESCAC Foe Tufts 
This Weekend 
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three of Bates’ 13 hits as Ma¬ 
honey drove in and scored in¬ 
dividual runs while Schuler had 
the lone extra-base hit out of 26 
hits between the teams, with a 
double. 
Brian Buckley ’08 and De¬ 
nis Hogan ’08 also added to the 
count both with a pair of hits. 
Dan Cook ’09 earned the 
loss in relief, while starter Ja¬ 
son Yunginger ’09 allowed sev¬ 
en runs over 1 2/3 innings and 
Lawrence Hinkle ’09 allowed 
one run over the 5 1/3 innings 
he pitched. 
“All in all, we spent over 14 
hours at the baseball complex, 
and the team was beat,” said 
Paul. 
The double-header on Sat¬ 
urday did the most damage to 
the team’s promising 3-1 record 
when the Bobcats walked away 
with their tails between their 
legs from 14-7 and 14-3 losses 
to Ramapo. 
In the first game, Mahoney 
collected four of Bates’ ten hits, 
including an RBI double in 
Bates’ four-run 4th inning, while 
also managing to drive in two 
runs. 
Both Egelsori and Hogan 
added to the scoreboard with 
two runs apiece. Starting pitcher 
Peter Miesel ’07 took home the 
loss, allowing nine runs in five 
innings. 
In game two, Casey Mc¬ 
Cormack ’08 collected three of 
Bates’ ten hits, which were all 
singles. All three of Bates’ runs 
came in the bottom of the first 
inning. 
Rob Patton ’08 took the loss 
and Ben Thayer ’09 pitched 
four innings of relief, allowing 
four runs, three of which were 
earned. 
“As we come back, I think 
that the team can take a lot of 
positive things into the northern 
portion of our schedule,” said 
Paul. 
“Our pitching depth certainly 
impressed me, and the fact that 
all 13 of our pitchers saw ex¬ 
tended work, and were for the 
most part effective, makes me 
feel better about one of our con¬ 
cerns that the team had coming 
into the season and makes us 
optimistic as we begin the NES¬ 
CAC portion of our schedule on 
Friday against Tufts.” 
“It’s always great to be out 
under the Florida sun, and fi¬ 
nally play baseball outside after 
being cooped up in the Gray 
Cage for six weeks. We’re hop¬ 
ing that the momentum that we 
gained in Florida will help us in 
the remaining six weeks of our 
schedule.” 
The Bobcats will get a few 
days of well-deserved rest be¬ 
fore hosting UMaine-Farming- 
ton today at 3 p.m. 
school's 
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Senior Spotlight: Brenton Pitt '06 Final Four: Providing an 
Avenue for Cheap Nostalgia MAC KING STAFF WRITER 
Born and raised in Duxbury, 
Mass., Brenton Pitt ’06 grew up 
playing football, hockey and base¬ 
ball. Like many boys his age, he 
reached a crossroads in the sev¬ 
enth grade during the transition 
year from Little League to Babe 
Ruth. That spring, Pitt put down 
his mitt and batting gloves in fa¬ 
vor of pads and a helmet, picking 
up lacrosse because, as he says, “it 
was the new buzz in town.” 
Ten years later, Pitt had led 
Duxbury High to a 25-0 record 
and the Massachusetts D1 Cham¬ 
pionship, had started four years 
as a middie at Bates College and 
now, as team captain in his senior 
season, has led the Bobcats to an 
undefeated 7-0 start. 
“I first noticed Brenton at a re¬ 
cruiting camp between his junior 
and senior years of high school,” 
said men’s lacrosse head coach 
Peter Lasagna. 
“It was about 110 degrees and 
a really humid morning. This par¬ 
ticular session featured a full-field 
transition drill that involved the 
midfielders sprinting the length of 
the field over and over and over. 
We did the drill for 45 minutes too 
long. Many of the campers just 
bailed out when it was their turn 
because they were dehydrated and 
exhausted. I noticed that Brenton 
ran every single rep as hard as he 
possibly could in' a camp drill on a 
Wednesday morning in July. That 
really impressed me. I thought, 
‘that is a young man I want to 
build my program with.’” 
A tri-varsity athlete at Duxbury 
High, Pitt ieads one of the more 
active lifestyles one can imagine. 
“I have always played sports,” says 
Pitt. “If I wasn’t in the rink I would 
be playing football with the neigh¬ 
borhood kids.” 
Pitt, who also skis, grew up 
worshipping professional surfers 
Bodhi and Johnny Utah, and NFL 
great Walter Payton, “because he 
never ran out of bounds.” 
A self-proclaimed “extremely 
competitive athlete” (although he 
wanted me to mention not nearly 
as competitive as teammate Dave 
Pritchard ’06), Pitt cites much of 
his athletic success to his family. 
Mr. Pitt coached Brenton in hock¬ 
ey, while Mrs. Pitt readily dropped 
everything to bring her talented 
son to the day’s required athletic 
venue. To this day, it embodies a 
rare occurrence for either parent 
to miss a Bates game. 
While Pitt eagerly gushes ap¬ 
preciation toward his parents and 
younger sister Erin Pitt ’08, in 
terms of athletics, Pitt attributes 
most of his success to his older 
brother. “We grew up doing every¬ 
thing together,” says Brenton. 
“He made me a much tougher 
kid. He would always put me in 
my place if I was trying to ‘big 
time’ him, but then he would have 
my back if I was in a tight situa¬ 
tion.” 
Such support tactics seem to 
have stayed with Brenton. Pitt does 
not embody the type of leader or 
captain to coddle teammates or 
hold their hand when something 
goes wrong. 
Rather, he seems to take the 
game into his own hands and at¬ 
tempt to fix the problem himself. 
Such actions seem to inspire those 
around him. 
“I would describe Brenton as 
the quintessential ‘lead by exam¬ 
ple’ captain,” says Lasagna. 
“[Last Wednesday] serves as 
ideal evidence. Tough oppo¬ 
nent, midweek between Trinity 
and Wesleyan, Gordon is playing 
very well and gets three quick 
ones. Nothing is happening easi¬ 
ly for us. Brenton has two or three 
midfield shifts in the second and 
third quarters where it seemed as 
if he was everywhere, picking up 
hard fought ground balls from one 
end line to the other. He sparked 
us by taking on as many Gordon 
players as he needed to win a 
possession for his team. That is 
Brenton." 
Pitt has experienced a roller¬ 
coaster ride of a Bates lacrosse 
career. After freshman and sopho¬ 
more seasons highlighted by a lot 
of one-goal-losses and little-to-no 
national respect, the Bobcats have 
persevered not only to become 
better lacrosse players but also to 
change the entire attitude of the 
program. 
“This is the type of team which 
feeds off a one-goal game,” says 
Pitt. “They want to be in playing 
when we’re one goal down, no 
one shies away.” 
The Garnet men currently 
boast a perfect 7-0 record and a 
spot among the top-20 Division III 
teams in the nation. 
Pitt has played a key role in 
the Bobcats success this season, 
not only on the statistics sheets 
(where one can certainly feel his 
presence), but also in his moti¬ 
vation of his peers, coaches and 
teammates. 
In closing, Lasagna perhaps 
says it best. “When players are 
uncertain of how they should ap¬ 
proach a segment of practice or a 
situation in a game, I encourage 
them to watch Brenton and follow 
his lead. He is the most well-con¬ 
ditioned athlete on our team and 
plays both a lead offensive role on 
the first midfield and is our best 
short stick defensive player. He is 
an honest person who does not 
suffer fools easily." 
"He has extremely high per¬ 
sonal standards in all aspects of 
his life and he expects that oth¬ 
ers should match his level. Bren¬ 
ton has been running on the first 
midfield since the day he arrived 
at Bates. He makes my job very 
easy and makes the coaches look 
smart because he works so hard 
every day. Brenton will leave his 
mark not just on this season, this 
program, but on everyone that has 
gotten to know him, teach him 
and watch him.” 
NATE PURINTON 
SPORTS COLUMNIST 
While I was reading ESPN’s 
website raving about George Ma¬ 
son, the darlings of sports media 
currently, I realized I, too, ought 
to jump on the bandwagon. 
I have only justifications 
for my writing a column about 
George Mason: one, nobody 
wants to read about the Cleve¬ 
land Indians spring training in 
Winter Haven, which is pro¬ 
gressing quite well; and two, 
I happen to have some rather 
interesting and unique informa¬ 
tion about George Mason, and in 
particular their head coach (all 
trivial I can assure you). 
As I mentioned in last week’s 
column, GMU coach Jim Larran- 
ga was previously employed by 
Bowling Green State University 
in northwestern Ohio until 1995- 
ish. His sons played at St. John’s 
Jesuit High School, my alma ma¬ 
ter. 
However, the connection 
runs much deeper. Jay Larran- 
ga, who starred for his father 
at BGSU and now plays profes¬ 
sionally in Spain, volunteered to 
coach basketball to elementary 
school kids at the “J” (the Jewish 
Community Center in Sylvania). 
Being a sportstastic kid and a bit 
of a spaz, I went to every bas¬ 
ketball camp offered at the J.C.C. 
and it was here that Jay Larran- 
ga would have the privilege to 
coach a short pudgy kid who 
liked to shoot from the chest. 
I didn’t have much of a game 
and continue, to this day, to 
struggle dribbling the basketball, 
but ohh, did I have heart. Char¬ 
lie Hustle was my nickname. 
Despite my efforts, the younger 
Larranga seemed unimpressed 
and unenthused during his time 
with those other young dream¬ 
ers and me. 
During his sons’ time at St. 
John’s, they both played for Ed 
Heintschel’s varsity Titans. The 
patriarch of the Larranga family, 
that would be Jim, would show 
up semi-regularly for the games. 
Ed Heintschel, coach of the Ti¬ 
tans for 40-some years, is a bit 
of a disciplinarian who takes 
very little guff from his players, 
the officials and disgruntled par¬ 
ents. 
Heintschel, sticking to tradi¬ 
tion even today, believed in a 
balanced offense with a good 
defense in winning almost 20 
City League titles. Coach Lar¬ 
ranga, as a friend’s father told 
me, was the only parent to ever 
dare chew out Heintschel for 
his coaching strategies and the 
role his sons played in the Titans 
game plan. 
It is a humorous and rather 
insignificant bit of information 
in the story of George Mason. 
However, it makes me feel con¬ 
nected to them, enabling me to 
rationalize screaming at the tele¬ 
vision and the officials in a bi-. 
ased manner in favor of the Pa¬ 
triots. 
Their thrilling victory in 
overtime against UConn was one 
of the most entertaining basket¬ 
ball games I have ever watched 
in the NCAA tournament. On 
their way to the Final Four, they 
defeated three viable Final Four 
picks in Michigan State, North 
Carolina and UConn. Watching 
their historic run has been an 
incredible experience, but also 
provided a perfect excuse to put 
off my thesis. 
That is all I have for this 
week, but F.Y.I., the Browns 
traded some of their trash heap 
for a fourth round pick in the 
draft from Atlanta. Stay tuned to 




Kristin Masino '07 
Masino, a hurler for softball, 
tossed a one-hit shutout against 
Brandeis. In a complete game 
effort, she struck out eight while 
only walking one. It was the first 
shutout of the season and the 
fourth of her career. For the sea¬ 
son, she has a 3-3 record with a 
3.86 ERA and 19 strikeouts. 
Masino Pitches Shutout as Softball 
Splits Brandeis Doubleheader 
Current Season Record Stands at 4-4 
CHRIS NELSON 
STAFF WRITER 
Softball traveled to Waltham, 
Mass, for two games against 
Brandeis on Saturday, winning 
the first 4-0 before losing the 
second 4-2. The first game was 
highlighted by a stellar pitch¬ 
ing performance from Kristin 
Masino ’07. 
Masino pitched a complete 
game one-hit shutout, striking 
out eight Brandeis hitters while 
only walking one. 
Masino was threatened just 
once, in the fourth inning, 
when Brandeis got their only 
hit. Here, a Bates error in com¬ 
bination with a single put run¬ 
ners at the corners with two 
outs. 
But Masino was able to 
induce a comebacker to the 
mound putting an end to the 
Brandeis threat. 
Masino only allowed two 
other baserunners throughout 
the game, one by walk and one 
by error. The offense from the 
Bobcats came primarily from 
Val Beckwith ’09 who was 2-3 
in the game. 
She had the lone extra base 
hit in the game, an RBI double 
in the seventh, and also scored 
two runs. This game put the 
Bobcats at a notch over .500 
at 4-3, but they were unable to 
continue the momentum in the 
second game. 
The late game was back 
and forth at the beginning with 
Bates grabbing leads of 1-0 and 
2-1 before Brandeis took con¬ 
trol in the 6th inning. 
Mari Levine launched a tie¬ 
breaking 2-run home to give 
Brandeis a 4-2 lead in the 6th a 
score which would remain un¬ 
changed by game’s end. 
Kate Brown ’08 had a very 
good pitching outing for the 
Bobcats going five innings 
while only allowing three hits 
and one run. Had this score 
held up, Brown would have 
been the victorious pitcher. 
However, Brandeis scored 
three times off of reliever Chris¬ 
tina Knobel ’09, who took the 
loss. The Bobcats only managed 
four hits off Brandeis pitcher 
Kaitlin Streilein who recorded 
11 strikeouts in the victory. 
Junior Caitlin Murphy was 
able to manage a triple off of 
Streilein, the only extra base 
hit of the ballgame for the Bob¬ 
cats. 
The Bobcats go on the road 
again next Saturday to face off 
against in-state rival U-Maine 
Farmington. The first game of 
this doubleheader is scheduled 
for 2 p.m. 
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Men's Lacrosse Still Undefeated 
Offense Rallies at Gordon, Defense Stymies Wesleyan; Record Stands at 7-0 
MAC KING 
STAFF WRITER 
Men’s lacrosse remains perfect. 
Following wins over Gordon Col¬ 
lege on Wednesday and an upset 
victory over a top ten-ranked Wes¬ 
leyan squad Saturday, the Bobcats 
currently post a flawless 7-0 record 
at the season’s halfway mark. 
Wednesday afternoon the Gar¬ 
net men came back from a three 
goal deficit against the Fighting Scots 
before securing a 10-7 victory. After 
tying the game at three-all, Bates 
would never trail by more than a 
goal again, as captain Brenton Pitt 
’06 sparked the team’s emotions and 
Brent Morin ’08 scored twice, help¬ 
ing the Bobcats to seize a 5-4 lead 
entering the half. 
After a back-and-forth third pe¬ 
riod which found Bates leading by 
one, a barrage of garnet offense 
ended the tug of war and put the 
game safely out of reach. 
Amadi Cisse ’07, Justin Simon ’08 
and Pitt combined for four goals on 
three assists in the fourth quarter to 
seize the Bobcats’ sixth straight vic¬ 
tory. 
Three days later, in perhaps the 
team’s biggest challenge thus far, the 
Bobcats stunned a perennially domi¬ 
nant Wesleyan team. 
“We respect the program that 
Coach Raba has built at Wesleyan,” 
said head coach Peter Lasagna. “Our 
players knew they were going to 
need a huge effort.” Per request, 
the Bobcats delivered, out-shooting 
their Constitution State opponents 
40-22, winning nine face-offs to 
Wesleyan’s five and making the Car¬ 
dinals look like Hoover vacuums on 
ground balls, as the Birds sucked it 
Up, trailing the Bobcats 51-28 in the 
category. 
Following a two-goal perfor¬ 
mance against Gordon, Simon led 
all scorers with three goals, as Wes 
Couture ’07 and Mike Medeiros ’08 
netted two and Dave Pritchard ’06 
scored once. One of Medeiros’ goals 
came with 2.2 seconds left to play in 
the first half, and prompted raucous 
support from the Bates sideline. Si¬ 
mon also tallied one assist on the 
day. 
As always, under the steady lead¬ 
ership of goalie 
Paul Kazarian ’06 
the Bobcat de¬ 
fense continued to 
wow, prompting 
praise from Coach 
Lasagna. “Our de¬ 
fense played as 
well as they have 
all season. Ryan 
O’Connor ’06 and 
BJ Majeski ’06 
were outstanding 
covering the Wes¬ 
leyan attack. It 
seemed as if Ryan 
had 20 ground 
balls. Our middies 
played strong 1- 
on-1 defense and 
got back to pre¬ 
vent fast breaks. 
We cleared well. 
Our offense did a 
nice job control¬ 
ling tempo. They 
were simultane¬ 
ously patient and 
aggressive.” 
Kazarian saved 11 in an impres¬ 
sive performance, O’Connor led all 
players with five ground balls, as pe¬ 
rennial ground-ball machine Matt Er- 
isman ’07 and face-off extraordinaire 
Gabe Belsky ’06 both tallied five. 
“We got a great effort from ev¬ 
eryone today,” said coach Lasagna 
following the game. 
“We almost doubled their num¬ 
ber of shots and did a great job 
when the ball was on the ground. In 
a game like that, possession is every¬ 
thing. Mike’s goal at the end of the 
first half was very important. Justin 
gets his quiet three. Wes Couture ’07 
played very well. Everyone chipped 
in. Pritchard shot well. Freshmen John 
Adams and Nate Kellogg subbed in 
for some people who were sick and 
made plays. So did Matt Knortz ’09. 
Ithai Schori ’07 did a great job on 
one of the most explosive middies 
in the NESCAC. We seemed to get 
every vital ground ball. The seniors 
each left their stamp on this game. 
Brenton Pitt simply says to his team¬ 
mates, ‘watch me,’ and leads by ex¬ 
ample. Gabe Belsky controlled the 
face-off which allowed us to control 
the game. We can do a better job fin¬ 
ishing our transition opportunities, 
but I am happy that we continue 
to create so many. Now we have a 
week to get better.” 




Men's Tennis Loses to MIT 
JEN MCINNIS 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
After hopping a plane to Port 
Charlotte, Florida last Wednes¬ 
day, baseball faced four grueling 
days of back-to-back double- 
headers against Elms College, 
Western Connecticut State and 
Ramapo. 
“We had a successful Florida 
trip, although after starting 3-0, 
we would have hoped to finish 
with a better record than 3-3,” 
said Tyler Paul ’06. 
Not long after arriving in the 
sunshine state, the team proved 
their potential on Thursday by 
sweeping Elms College. The first 
game ended with a 9-6 victory. 
The majority of the runs 
came during the 5th and 6th 
innings when Dave Farrell ’09 
hit a two-run triple followed by 
Erik Hood’s ’08 RBI double. 
Farrell was 2-for-3 with three 
RBIs and Hood was 2-for-4. 
Griffin Finan ’07 attained the 
win as the starting pitcher, al¬ 
lowing five runs total, four of 
which were earned over 6 1/3 
innings. 
The second game of the day 
against Elms College was rained 
out but rescheduled for Friday 
morning. This time around the 
Bobcats utterly dominated the 
Blazers, raking in a second win 
with a 12-2 score. 
Friday afternoon was packed 
with two nail-biting games 
against Western Connecticut 
State from which the two teams 
split. 
They planned only to play 
the first seven innings, but 
found themselves in a scoreless 
tie through 15 innings during 
the first game. 
Alex Egelson ’08 managed a 
bases-loaded single in the bot¬ 
tom of the 16th to give Bates 
the 1-0 win, with Ralph Vitti ’08 
picking up the win in relief. 
“We got fantastic pitch¬ 
ing performances from Sean 
VanderVliet ’08, Chuck Murphy- 
Rombolletti ’09 and Ralph, all of 
whom did a great job keeping 
us in the game until we were 
finally able to push across the 
winning run,” noted Paul. 
Later that afternoon, the 
second game against Western 
Connecticut State proved just 
as evenly played. Western Con¬ 
necticut barely scraped a win in 
the 10th inning coming out on 
top 9-8. 
Both Rob Schuler ’07 and 
Brian Mahoney ’08 claimed 
See BASEBALL, page 10 
JOHN MCNULTY 
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR 
Men’s tennis, ranked 19th in 
preseason Division III polls, trav¬ 
eled to Massachusetts this past 
week to square off against 29th 
ranked MIT. In what was expected 
to be a close match, the Bobcats 
unfortunately fell to the Engineers 
5-2. They fall to 5-4 on the sea¬ 
son. 
MIT won five out of the six sin¬ 
gles matches. In the top two spots, 
Will Boe-Wiegaard ’06 and Tristan 
Beach ’06 both fell in straight sets. 
Boe-Wiegaard was taken down by 
Evan Tindell, the eighth-ranked 
JESSIE SAWYER 
STAFF WRITER 
After a strong tenth place finish 
out of 25 schools in the fall NEWITT 
tournament, women’s tennis is look¬ 
ing for another strong season. The 
team is young, but has gained the 
experience of Laura Harris ’07 and 
Emma Nochomovitz ’07, who were 
studying abroad in the fall. 
“Every player on the team has 
stepped up and although we are 
young, we are quickly gaining experi¬ 
ence and confidence,” said coach Paul 
Gastonguay. Gastonguay considers 
every player as a factor in the team’s 
success. Each player’s performance 
player in Division III singles, 6-3, 
6-2, while Beach fell to Thomas 
Dohlman 6-3, 7-6 (4). But the two 
senior captains got their revenge in 
first doubles, as they beat Tindell 
and Dohlman 8-3. 
In number three singles, Greg 
Little ’0.7 lost a nail biter to Eric 
Beren. Little took the first set 6-3, 
but Beren came back to take the 
second and a tight third set to win 
3-6, 6-4, 7-5. On the other hand, 
Mike Sherman ’09 battled Mark 
Egan victoriously at fourth singles. 
After losing a tight first set, he took 
the last two sets decisively to pre¬ 
vail 6-7 (3), 6-3, 6-2. But that was 
the only singles win for the Bob¬ 
cats, as Ben Stein and Patrick Con- 
is one point at stake. Everyone must 
compete on every ball in order to gain 
more points than the opponent 
This season, the team has a lot of 
dual matches and hopes to qualify for 
both the NESCAC tournament and for 
NCAA selectibn. Already, the women 
defeated MIT, for the first time in Gas- 
tonguay’s tenure as women’s coach. 
“I cannot remember the last time the 
women beat them,” he noted. 
The doubles matches were a 
factor in the 5-4 win over MIT. Ce¬ 
cilia Grissa ’08 and Harris, Bates’ first 
doubles team, defeated their oppo¬ 
nents 8-4, and Mallika Raghavan ’08 
and Liz Flemming ’08, Bates’ third 
doubles team, won their match 8-3. 
Grissa and Harris were also a factor 
way lost in the fifth and sixth spots 
respectively. Stein lost to Peden 
Nichols 6-4, 6-4, while Conway fell 
to Melvin Makhni 6-1, 6-1. 
In other doubles action, Little 
and Josh Feinberg ’08 picked up 
the other match win for the Bob¬ 
cats, prevailing over the MIT team 
of Beren and Nichols 8-3. In third 
doubles, Stein and Conway lost to 
Egan and Jonathan Farm 8-4. 
This coming week, the team 
will host a couple of matches at 
the Wallach Tennis Center. On Sat¬ 
urday, they will take on Brandeis, 
and then will face I4th-ranked Am¬ 
herst on Sunday in what should be 
a crucial NESCAC match. 
Solid Start 
in their singles matches, each scoring 
a match point for the team. Liz Cur¬ 
rie ’06 struck a point to the Bobcats’ 
score, as well. 
The team did face disappointment 
March 14 against Colby, losing 5-4. 
Grissa and Harris were once again 
a doubles force, winning 8-2. Har¬ 
ris was also the victor of her singles 
match against Anna Erdheim. Caryn 
Benisch ’09, a first-year flame within 
the team’s fire, contributed points in 
both her doubles and singles matches. 
Benisch and teammate Currie topped 
their Colby opponents 8-5 in their 
doubles match, while Benisch de¬ 
feated Colby’s Ginny Raho in the third 
See WOMEN'S TENNIS, page 10 
Women's Tennis Off to 
